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The Coon Caricature
If you look closely at the picture on the cover, you will see a
“coon caricature.” It is one of the most insulting of all antiBlack cartoon strips prevalent in the early 1900’s in America.
The coon emerged during slavery as unreliable, crazy, lazy,
and subhuman creature good for nothing--the same election
memorabilia aimed at Barak Obama just recently.
Blacks were portrayed as Coons, Toms, Sambos, Mammies,
Picaninnies, and other dehumanizing racial caricatures. Jim
Crow was more than a series of "Whites Only" signs. It was a
way of life that approximated a racial caste system.
Slavery portrayed Blacks as servants, males (Toms) and
females (Mammies). They were contented, loyal servants.
The Tom was presented as a smiling, wide-eyed, server:
fieldworker, cook, butler, porter, or waiter. Unlike the Coon,
the Tom was portrayed as a dependable worker, eager to
serve--much like Tiger (Negrito) Woods, OJ Simpson and
Clearance Thomas.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
If you as a reader can go beyond this point, you may learn
something. If you can't stand to read one more ridiculous
thing you think the Author is writing about, you need to "check
yourself" because you are in a state of denial. Your mind-set
is such that you feel the foregoing information is threatening
to you and your psyche, and you will probably end up blocking
it from your conscious awareness anyway. Whether or not
you accept any of the information given to you, you must
realize that before you were humanized, you were
categorized.
In less than four years, 40% of the school age children in
America will be non-White. Non-White teachers, on the other
hand make up less than 10% of the teaching force. When
children enter our American school system, White teachers
and White principals greet them. When they open their desks,
their textbooks depict White characters and story lines. When
the White teacher takes the students to the library, the books
that line the shelves are sectioned off into White fiction and
White non-fiction. Within the book shelving of non-fiction are
the subject categories of White art, White history, and White
science.
When adult Americans go to the shopping malls and enter a
typical bookstore, they see the same type of books the
children saw in the school room and school library earlier
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depicting "White only." Way off in the corner is a section
labeled "African-American Interest." Blacks seem to be the
only ones who are interested in this section of the bookstores.
When both the adults and children get home at the end of the
day and turn on the television, the major television networks
depict "White news shows," "White dramatic series," "White
sitcoms"--just plain "White Programming." There are White
role models--from the former Presidents to Jesus to God
himself. Even with President Barack Obama, a great
emphasis was placed on his "White mother." His Black Father
was criminalized by the media. When both the adults and
children go to the movie houses, there are White heroes and
heroines flashed across the movie screen.
Our National icon magazines and newspapers line the
newsstands depicting the most beautiful people in the world-all of which have blonde hair and blue eyes. The newsprint
features important scientific discovery makers and history
makers--all with White skin.
If there is an interest for a book, there is a market.
If there is an interest in television programming, a market
exists.
If there is an interest for a movie, there is a market.
If there is an interest for a magazine, there is a market.

Interest = I

Market = M

I'M the only one I see.

I + M = I'M
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I'M the only one I read about.
I'M the only one that counts.
I'M therefore - superior.
Superior used as a noun means boss, foreman, manager, or
supervisor. Take it for what it's worth readers. We live in the
great White persona of I'M. The Author is not talking about
outright "racism." The Author is not talking about outright
"prejudice." The Author is talking about a persona of vibes
that are emitted below the "awareness" level of the psyche.
The vibes can be projected into the minds of willing individuals
who are shuffling along with the planned program. You have
been psychologically and scientifically deceived. Look
everywhere and see the planned schematic program to dull
the brain and destroy the mind and body.
Genetic ingenuity, social disgrace, biological blitz, Syphilis,
AIDS, drugs, planted evidence, missing evidence,
psychological trickery, Black self-hate, scientific deluding,
destruction of Black history and Black Race credence, are
compartments of an elimination program. You've been
played. Check yourself!
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Chapter 2
Willie Lynch or George Bushlynch?
The intentions are not to categorize groups of people.
The specified goal is to correct false historical records.
Examples of physical features and ethnicity have been
used to emphasize certain points and give readers a
needed…..WAKE UP CALL!

Note: The author’s intentions are not to categorize groups of
people. The specified goal is to correct false historical records.
Examples of physical features and ethnicity have been used
to emphasize certain points and give readers a
needed…..WAKE UP CALL!
The US was founded on a maintenance system of beliefs and
ideologies. A "White cleansing process" was used to teach
basic values and views of the world. The process prepares
individuals for their place, habitat, and territorial turf in the
dominated Caucasian mind-set and/or culture.
Notice the Author’s word choice. There is no such thing as a
"Caucasian dominated world." Caucasians amounted to less
than 20 percent of the global population. Between 1995 and
2015, the numbers dropped to about 8 percent. Only two
percent (2%) of White females are at the childbearing age.
The Caucasian dominated mind-set has agreeably created a
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Caucasian dominated culture. The Caucasian "thought
reform" creates Caucasian dominated attitudes, beliefs and
personal loyalties. In America, there is a "White is always
right!" Campaign being wagered.
Psychology books affirm that "though reform" or brainwashing
requires a captive audience. If a person is offended by a
television commercial, it can be tuned out or the channel
changed. Prisoners in POW camps in Korea and in Vietnam,
for example were completely at the mercy of their captors. Not
unlike POW’s, slaves during the 1600’s were completely at
the mercy of their owners. They were disposable property of
the master. If the master could no longer feed or care for the
slave, the slave was sold off, lynched, or shot like an animal.
Brainwashing requires complete control over the environment
and allows a degree of psychological manipulation that is
impossible in a normal setting, but in the 1600’s slavery was
the norm. Slave owners could persuade the general public
that slavery provided a "normal setting" in the country from
1600 – 1800. There are three techniques used to ingrain
superiority and inferiority brainwashing:
The target person was isolated from other people who
would support his or her original attitudes.
Like slaves that were separated from their families.
Like the Black Race being subjected to stolen history and
legacies.
The target was made completely dependent on his/her
captors for satisfaction of needs.
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If a slave ran away, he was returned to his master.
Currently people dependent on social programs are
completely dependent on those programs for mere livelihood.
The indoctrinating agent is in the position to reward the
target for changes in attitude or behavior.
If the target slave didn’t change his attitude or behavior,
he was whipped or noosed up from the end of a tree branch.
Blacks’ attitudes and behavior have been altered.
Presently, brainwashing is ongoing.
Brainwashing has been in a state of reoccurrence for
hundreds of years. Black brainwashing began with an attempt
to make the target slave feel completely helpless. Physical
and psychological abuse, humiliation, and isolation served to
freeze former values and beliefs. Slaves were reduced to
childlike dependency on their masters for day-to-day needs.
Slaves were childlike. They were referred to with first names
only: "Buster" or "Nanny"—no surnames—much like pets. If
you look at slave records, you will find for yourself that slaves
were recorded along with the other animals on a farm or
plantation.
Change came about when exhaustion, pressure, and fear was
unbearable and many Blacks hung from the end of tree
branches. The continued coupling of hope and fear with
additional pressures to conform the POW slaves served to
congeal new attitudes and though processes. The system
describes symbolized White rudiments that have become
realities in this country.
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American politics have always communicated the White
leverage system of beliefs to mass audiences while
embedding its way into the very breadth of our society. This
book looks at the system that is looking at all of us with prejudgments and pre-placement into categories based on
ethnicity.
Categorical language is used for effect and for attention.
Since the author writes about Black/White issues plainly
makes the writer a racist in most people’s eyesight.
Whites feel they only people who can write or speak freely are
those who agree with the "on top" status and rank in a definite
color-brotherhood ridden kingdom. Blacks can only share
views that are constrained and on-line with the White
brotherhood.
Hence, the brotherhood at large has presented us with a
society that has become irresolvable. Blacks who have been
indoctrinated into this confusion of "White idealism" do what
they feel is necessary to cross the color line socially and
physically.
The White make-up of America has created the single ideal
community where they are the only team members. When it
is brought to their attention there are other teams who want to
play, the Brotherhood suddenly has no clues about having
created a singular White ideology. People believe the writer
does not have the legitimate right to say such things about
races of people. The Author’s use of labels to describe
Black/White issues is totally unacceptable for both Blacks and
Whites.
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Above the threshold of conscience, it becomes a crime for the
author to talk about such things, but for White people to
practice supremacist observations subliminally—it is okay.
When the word supremacy is mentioned, people often think
of the Ku Klux Klan.
Definitions for supremacy are merely exquisite, perfect, total,
ultimate, and beautiful—all of which Whites perceive
themselves and all of which some Blacks perceive Whites.
Therefore, the author is a reverse discriminator while running
a contest with words. Sometimes words will be used to
skirmish and sometimes words will be used as resistance
measures.
Whites can make a statement when referring to a Black
person as "you people" and nothing is said about the
statement being a racial comment. Following is the authentic
preamble to promote Negrophobia:
We, the authentic people of the United States,
To form a more perfect White Union,
Make allowances for our White women who step out-ofline,
By classifying their children as multiracial-Caucasoid.
To insure White domestic relationships
There has been a fertility drug bank set up for
Whites who are habitual blank shooters,
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But the intent is to asylum White women for White men.
We will continue to promote
Welfare, thugs, guns, and lack of political representation
But subliminal racism has worked best for our Niggas.
We will secure the Blessings of Liberty to
Ourselves so that we may prosper.
Do ordain and establish maintenance of the White Race
For the preservation of a White United States of America.
There are many Willie Lynches in this country. Willie Lynch
gave pointers to slave owners during the 1600’s to keep
slaves obedient to their masters. The pointers have survived
the Twentieth Century and have slivered into the Twenty-first
Century. Bush and "his boys" of the Republican Controlled
Congress continue in Lynch’s footsteps. Everybody in the US
has gone through a "thought reform." One of Mr. "Good Ol’
Boy" Lynch’s tactics for control was to pit light slaves against
dark slaves. The tactics are still in use today.
Blacks are the only ones who see themselves and refer to
they/themselves as having different shades of skin or hair
textures and eye colors. "Oh, she’s light-skinned." "She’s
bright." "She’s a redbone." Blacks love to make comments
that they are "part White" or "part Indian." People can see for
themselves what color of skin a person, but Blacks continually
have to reinforce the Admixtures.
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White domination in and of itself creates Black functional
inferiority on a daily basis. The White man has mastered the
"means to control." Blacks have been trained from within to
stay disorganized, poor and outside the economic
mainstream.
Civil rights leaders, Congressmen—elected from Black
communities who offer influential and powerful political action
committees, and Blacks who have economic power within the
Black community are being trained, if not already trained to be
co-conspirators from within.
Because of the social policies of some Black leaders and
because of the internal social problems within the Black
community, the politicians tend to influence economic
instability in Black communities and in this country. They end
up being helpmates for the staunchly embedded "colorbrotherhood laden society."
Probe after probe by the media follow Blacks who are in the
limelight. One wrong move by a Black leader or personality—
singer, athlete, automatically puts that person in the
foreground for teardown, scandal smudging, and dismissal for
the Black and White community to see and savor. It
automatically reinforces the "Brotherhood."
That way the negative media coverage reinforces the
ineffectiveness that Blacks feel for one another. It also
influences the way Whites feel about Blacks resulting in
another setback—or Black get back attitude! Look at what
happened to Michael Jackson, Kobe Bryant, etc.
It is much like Africans leading the slave catchers to
settlements so they could kidnap people and bring them to
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America. The rewards were trinkets—jewelry or liquor—but
who wants to hear about slavery. Today the rewards are gym
shoes, jerseys, and hats turned backwards. We isn’t slaves
anymore—is we???
Blacks purchase most of the clothing, cosmetics, Cadillac’s,
CD’s, jewelry, cigarettes, soft-drinks, 40 oz. Liquors, frequent
the White dominated filmmakers’ movie houses, or buy the
majority of fast food sold in this great country. People are so
far removed from that era of ancient history that the writer
certainly must be deranged.
Our society continues to hand-=out the trinkets of social
reform programs. Isn’t that the big-time answer to help
eradicate poverty? Bring on the social programs!!!
This is constant scrutiny by the media for political doom if the
person in a political office is not White. There is constant
scrutiny of Black people who are in the limelight especially by
the media and by other Black folks who tend to be jealous.
Black unity has not been a forte. By nature, Blacks were
savages first, slaves second, sharecroppers third, and
presently "welfare mammies" and "ghetto dwellers." Oh, no!
The author meant "Hootchie Mamas" and "Ghetto Fabulous."
It makes you angry, doesn’t it?
Black families and businessmen are unable to buy insurance
coverage because of the "redlining" tactic used in certain
areas of Detroit. Some people pay more for automobile
insurance than they do a monthly car note. It automatically
allows any other ethnic group to use the free enterprise route
to move up the economic ladder and compete in the free
enterprise market. It further deduces Blacks of any economic
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development and presents the ongoing decline of the Black
community.
In Detroit Arabs supply food and liquor needs in the Black
community. Arabs own chain store supermarkets,
convenience stores, video stores, and gas stations. Asians
own most of the beauty supply stores; nail salons, and
cleaners in the City.
In Harlem, the Koreans own most of the stores along 125th
Street. These ethnic groups can do business in the USA
without paying taxes for many years before they pass it along
to a relative. The Federal Income Tax Allowances for Resident
Aliens participating in so-called "cultural or training programs"
in America. The Aliens are not taxed on compensation paid to
them by a domestic company that has an office in this country.
Can’t you see Mr. Rufus being exempt from income tax for
seven years before he passes it on to another relative?
It all started with the silencing of Black origin, philosophy, and
falsification of history. Second, it was human bondage.
Historically and currently, YES, I said "currently," the White
man, to reign supreme, uses slavery strategically.
Subliminal or brainwashing tactics are repeatedly used to
reinforce Black inferiority in both Black and White minds at the
National level. The media elites who are "in charge"
disseminate media brainwashing schemes in the form of
television, radio and newsprint stories.
Examples of subconscious thinking surfaces on a daily basis
as this country watches the National news at 6:30 p.m. Once
the news concludes, the entire country feels that drugs, crime,
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drugs, welfare are synonymous with Black only. All people
tend to see the world according to media portrayal snapshots.
The media perpetuates White hate and Black self-hate.
The 6 O’clock news gives its lead stories. "Neighbors are
shocked and investigators stunned as a murder shatters the
calm of a Royal Oak neighborhood."
When Whites commit crimes, great measures are taken to
explain what horrible psychological things happened during
childhood to make the innocent person who is now a
criminal—but until proven guilty act this way. The television
audience is assured the murderer had a history of instability.
There is constant viewer reinforcement that crime does not
customarily happen in this "quiet neighborhood." At the end of
the new story the newscaster reassures the audience that
counseling has been offered to the White people involved.
The next news video frame shows Black men being hauled
away in chains for a crime that has been committed in the
Black neighborhood.
The Media Perpetuates the Hate of Blacks.
Psychophysics is a specialty area of psychology investigating
sensory limits, sensory adaptation, and related topics. The
subject matter shows relationships between physical
properties of stimuli and psychological sensations produced.
During the 19th Century it was discovered the size of the
difference threshold (starting point) increases as the strength
of the stimulus increases. When a stimulus is strong, change
in it must be bigger to be noticed than when the stimulus is
weak.
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Subliminal perception—blow the threshold of awareness was
used by the media during the OJ Simpson trial. Talk shows
started to elicit the subject of abusive relationships—always
including couples featuring interracial Black men/White
women. On the surface America was delving into the term
"Abusive Relationships." Below the threshold of awareness
Black men were being chastised for having relationships with
White woman.
We see the examples every day. If a school is a good school,
it is a White suburban school. All urban schools are bad. Good
neighborhoods are White neighborhoods—even if the Whites
are poor and live in small frame houses or trailer homes in
trailer parks. The same thing goes for Blacks referring to hair
texture. Straight hair is "good hair." "Kinky" hair is bad hair.
Reinforcement of White Supremacy beliefs—falsification of
history in books, encyclopedias, and dictionaries
The author is not referring to the Ku Klux Klan when speaking
of White supremacy. This is not about burning a cross in front
yards. It is not about torching a Black church. It is about the
deliberate destruction of Black civilization. Noted scholars are
White; therefore, making White scholars authorities.
Caucasian authorities are experts at scientific, psychological
and social "racial engineering methods" which have been
instrumental in the breakdown of the Black identification
defense mechanism.
The aim of Euro-America has been to prove that Blacks are
subhuman with an absence of historical existence, history, or
credence; thus, creating a Caucasian based intellectual
sterility that tells the world everything evolved from White.
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King Massa James invented "Discrimination of the Divine"
when he and his team of 47 translators redesigned the Black
Continent of Africa, mixed it up with Europe and re-inhabited
with White Biblical characters creating a thinking level of
White dominance. Cheikah Anta Diop writes: If certain biblical
passages, especially in the Old Testament seem absurd, this
because Caucasian specialists, puffed up with prejudices, are
unable to accept documentary evidence.
During the 1930’s the Mafia dumped drugs in Black
communities supposedly. Early in 1990 the Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA) played a major role n the domestic
sales of crack cocaine for Nicaraguan Contra rebels helping
to fund Central America’s military operations. Even though
military records were seized, Federal agents removed the
evidence. The CIA and drug dealers in South Central Los
Angeles dumped crack. The CIA knew that crack pipes would
help to promote Black-on-Black crime and sustain the
schematic brother formula.
Ultimate Negrophobia
It is a strange disease. It will make you hate yourself. It will
cause you to think that anything that has African-American
origin is less than perfect. Hate is like cancer. It results in a
malignant evil that corrodes slowly and fatally and causes
people to "cross the color line"—if not physically then M E N
T A L L Y.
The disease will drive Black men to seek White women. Every
time a Black man chooses a White woman, he is saying
"above the threshold of consciousness," White women
present the exceptional beauty never conceivable.
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"Below the threshold of consciousness" the Black man is
saying that Black women are not good enough—Step back—
I’m the man! It will make Blacks to boast about having
Grandparents with blonde hair and blue eyes. It will give way
for blacks to mentions their Grandmother had long Indian hair.
It will cause White flight from "bad" Black neighborhoods and
schools. It will cause a Black person to decorate their yards
with White Santa Clauses and White nativity scenes at
Christmas and Send White character Christmas cards to their
friends. It will cause Blacks to buy White dolls for their
children. It will cause the Black woman to go to the Korean
run beauty supply stores and buy fake straight hair and blonde
weave—just to have a bit of Whiteness.
Negrophobia has caused 28 million "light-skinned Blacks" to
cross the color line and become "so called" white. Look
around at the curly headed people with wide gaps between
their front teen walking among you. There are even hair
straightening products for "so called" White people. Twenty
years ago, any curl in the hair meant "person with Negro
ancestry." Today it means "naturally curly" hair. Flat noses
and large lips were once considered "Negroid." Black skin was
once considered "Negroid."
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Chapter 3
Just Bein' Niggers
As children, we all learned to play the game of "Simon
Says." We have turned into a nation of "Simon
Sayers." White Simon says: "You are Niggers."
"Simon Sayers" immediately react and utter: "Simon
says: We're Niggers--Therefore, you be my NiggerNigger."
Blacks in this country are referred to by the media as the
"Urban Underclass" or "Rural South Poor" and have been
trademarked and stamped using a "group numerology tactic."
Whites refer to Blacks as "minorities" rather than individuals.
Most Americans do know it is Whites who are the minority.
Since Blacks have been lumped into one big group rather than
as distinct and different, is that why we are ashamed to be
Black? Are we just iterating what has been mouthed to us?
Is that why we call each other "Nigger?"
As children, we all learned to play the game of "Simon Says."
We have turned into a nation of "Simon Sayers." White Simon
says: "You are Niggers." "Simon Sayers" immediately react
and utter: "Simon says: We're Niggers--Therefore, you be my
Nigger-Nigger."
Blacks refer to one another as "Nigger" in a friendly way. We
all know there are two sets of rules in this country, but why is
it okay for Blacks to refer to each other using that term? By
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mouthing the word "Nigger" it reinforces the years of bondage
even though the visible chains have been removed. Whites
do not call themselves "Honkies." Chinese do not call
themselves "Chinks." Arabs do not call themselves "Camel
Jockeys" or "Sand Niggers." Then--Why are Blacks satisfied
just bein' "Niggers?"
The word Neger that later became "Nigger" was found in
Northern England in 1587, and Negre in Middle French (early
1600s). Both Neger and Negre come from Negro, Spanish
and Portuguese for the color black, which comes from the
Latin Niger, also meaning the color black. The word Negro
fell out of use as a harmless adjective and slowly but steadily
became a negative, degrading designation for Africans,
replacing the term “Moor.” Webster tells its readers that Moors
are Caucasian in its continuing effort to disguise the Negroid
ancestry of Spanish, Italian, and some Irish people. Moor is
a code word. The title “Negro” was first used in relation to
African people which traces back to approximately 1443,
when Portuguese explorers went down the coast of Africa,
past the Senegal River to Guinea, where they began
trafficking African people as slaves. By 1555 (shortly after the
first slaves were brought to London), Negro was adopted by
the English as their term for Africans and other people of color.
According to the Dictionary of African-American Slang, the
term Nigger appeared as part of the English language around
1620. Some researchers believe the word Nigger was
derived from different words--"nick," as in nicking a coin;-"niggler" clips as used to file gold coins;--"niggling" meaning
to "cut awkwardly;"--and--"nig" also a variant from nick;
meaning to "niggle."
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In early English, Nigger means to have sex. Some historians
believe the word originated in Northern England in the Irish
dialect (Negar)--an attempt to pronounce the Spanish word
Negro--around 1587. The word "negar" was widely accepted
as a diverse pronunciation of "Negro."
According to the African-American Slang Dictionary, there are
38 kinds of Niggers. Young Blacks use the term to mean
friend, brother, man, person, girl, and woman. Some of the
friendly uses include: "Bad-Assed (Nigger), Dog (Nigger), and
(No-Count) Nigger. It is probably used in a comic sense to in
reference to the plight of African-American culture's fervent
history.
A "Bad Nigger" was first used in the 1700's and was used to
denote an unruly slave. The word is used to refer to a
rebellious Black person--usually a male. Michael Jackson
made a video for a song called "Bad," which further
popularized the African-American reversal of the meaning of
the word "bad."
The derogatory uses of the term include the following: Nigger
Babies, Nigger Boy, Nigger Breaker, Niggerdemos, Nigger
Driver, Nigger Flicker, Nigger Flipper, Nigger Front, Nigger
Heaven, Nigger-Hounds, Niggerhouse, Niggerhouse yard,
Nigger in Charge (NIC), Niggerish, Niggerism, Nigger Jail,
Nigger Killers, Nigger-Lover, Nigger Luck, Nigger Monger,
Nigger Night, Nigger-Pot, Nigger Rich, Nigger Rig, Nigger's
Bankroll, Nigger Show, Nigger Spit, Nigger Steak, NiggerToe, Nigger Trader, Nigger War, Nigger Worshipper, Niggery,
and Niggra (Major, Clarence. Juba to Live: A Dictionary of
African-American Slang, New York: Penguin Books, 1994
320-323).
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From the 1900's to the present a Bad-assed Nigger is a
positive, courageous person; a troublemaker; mean person.
The most surprising terms used for Nigger were quite
surprising. Nigger Night is Saturday night. A Nigger-Pot is
homemade whiskey or bootleg liquor.
A Nigger Bankroll is a roll of singles with a large bill, such as
a twenty- or a fifty-dollar bill on top and singles underneath. A
Nigger Steak is beef liver.
The term Nigger was designed to spread race based
assumptions. It is possible to strip pride, subservience is the
only thing left. Nigger is a term of subservience. It tells the
whole word that a Nigger is a farce because Nigger defines
everything that is not positive. The Republican Congress and
other people who are in charge flex muscles when they want
to convey certain messages.
White has been superimposed verbally and visually by mass
media to mean higher in quality and merit. See the show, and
the entire race is the same. Everywhere a person looks in this
country, there are visual images of White people--from the
average White American, to the President, to God himself.
(Note: Blacks are never mentioned as just the average
everyday American. Blacks are always mentioned as "Black
Americans"--never just Americans).
White Domination is a stimulus that directly influences
conscious experience. Subconsciously, the "WHITE ONLY"
value system is directly linked to the Black child's sight and
conscience and affects his behavior as he reaches manhood.
After many years of repeated association with "WHITE ONLY"
a reflective response has occurred.
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Both Blacks and Whites would outright deny such a thing has
taken place--The writer should STOP practicing tribal
identities. White people can only identify with other White
people, and it has been easy for Blacks to assimilate into the
White culture after years of rote indoctrination.
Psychologically speaking, the identification process is
important to socialization.
Whites cannot incorporate or accept another races' thinking,
actions, and feelings unless the individual looks the same way
they look. That is why Whites like to adopt labeled "bi-racial"
babies. The baby has some physical feature denoting White
Race identification. Therefore, the adopters are no longer
racially prejudice because they have a labeled "bi-racial" or
"multiracial."
It has become simple to accept multiracial people as a
Pseudo-White Race. The repeated association with WHITE
ONLY has emitted a reflective response producing the
American Attitudes of White right!--Black back!
White people can only identify with other White people. That
is the major cause for White flight from majority White cities,
neighborhoods and schools. Blacks brag about moving to
mostly White neighborhoods, but once White people realize
that a Black family has moved next door, they're on the phone
to the real estate agency.
As a city, neighborhood, or school becomes half Black, White
people start leaving in droves because they have lost their
means of identification. Identification has been defined as a
defense mechanism.
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Blacks want to look around and see mostly White faces. It
makes them feel more affluent and in better company. Whites
also want to look around and see mostly White faces. It
makes them feel comfortable and protected.
Whites want to look around and see people who look the way
they look. Identification is a means of categorizing and
grouping according to familiar territory. Whites cannot
incorporate black perspectives--goals, actions, and values
into their lives because the separation was blatantly designed
during slavery.
In this country Blacks can only identify with White faces, White
verbal patterns, White family situations, White historical
programs, a White God and White Mary, and White heroes-just plain WHITE DOMINATION. Therefore, White people are
presented to the viewer as the smartest, prettiest, strongest,
purest, most innocent, and most divine people in the world.
The print media and now electronic media have worked hard
for 300 years to present evidence, to project views, and to
educate Blacks and Whites. White people are smart, pretty,
and strong, but Black people aren't as smart, as pretty, or as
strong. Instead Blacks are crack addicts, live on welfare, shot
and killed, or shoot to kill whenever possible.
It is only natural that people would tend to base the way they
think and act, and feel on other individuals who are successful
in gaining satisfactions from life. Therefore, children both
Black and White behave more like people with which they
identify. Women with kinky nappy hair and Black skin couldn't
be considered as beautiful as blue-eyed White blondes.
Identification serves an important role in the socializing
process of people.
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Achievement is highly valued in Western culture. Success,
money, possessions, status, love, approval, grades
dominance, power, and belonging to the right/White groups
can be social motives. All are learned needs. People with
strong needs for power want their importance to be visible.
They buy expensive clothes, jewelry, and cars, live in White
neighborhoods, go to White schools, and want White women
at the end of their arm.
Blacks suffer from "learned helplessness." A pattern of no
longer trying to avoid negative events is a learned pattern of
behavior. The future looks bleak for some people, and they
feel helpless to do anything to improve their lives.
Blacks and Whites use identification subconsciously as a
technique to avoid, deny, and distort sources of threat or
anxiety. Take, for example, daytime programming. Soap
operas cast most Black actors in "mirror roles."
Black actors live in White neighborhoods, have no other Black
friends, and find only themselves in rooms filled with other
White actors. This is done because White producers and
viewers cannot identify with a story line devoted to "Black
only." That's why the Black-oriented soap opera Generations
was canceled.
This identification defense mechanism is used to maintain an
idealized all-White self-image so that the people in charge can
comfortably live with themselves. All people practice Freud’s
psychological defense mechanisms subliminally, but
everybody manages the reactions or copes differently to what
seems to have been created "behavior patterns" in this
country.
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Media elites in this country have instilled certain chosen
psychological demeanors. The populace, in turn, uses
defense mechanisms to cope with created measures. Blacks
and Whites alike use the psychological defense mechanisms
to avoid, deny, or distort sources of threat or anxiety to those
who are in charge. Every person defends themselves
subconsciously from a buildup of uncomfortable tension with
the "defense mechanisms" listed below.
Compensation: Counteracting is a real or imagined weakness
of emphasizing desirable traits or seeking to excel in other
areas. A Black person usually likes to emphasize what he
feels his desirable traits are in school, in places of
employment, or just casually without thinking about what is
being said.
Example from a Black perspective: He is light skinned. I am
half White. She has good hair. He has those pretty eyes and
that sandy hair. My Grandmother has that Indian hair. I am
the brightest.
Example from a White perspective: What is she talking
about? All Black people look alike. As Blacks are busy
emphasizing so-called White like desirable traits, Whites do
not see Blacks in differing hues and skin textures. They are
busy lumping every Black person into one big group of "just
Black" people. The actions of one Black person depict the
"entire race."
Denial: We all protect ourselves from unpleasant reality by
refusing to accept or believe that we are not like those Black
people seen three times daily on the local news that have
carjacked a poor innocent White person.
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Example from the Black perspective: We are not like those
other Black people. If I can just use perfect English, dye my
hair blonde, wear blue color contacts, and brag to White folks
about my materialistic treasures, I can assimilate into the
White culture and White world. Constantly we are telling
Whites about the nice White neighborhoods in which we live,
and the schools we attend. If we can deny our heritage, we
can be White like psychologically.
Example from the White perspective: As the Black person
walks from the room, the Nigger jokes start.--"There are just
too many Miss Nellies moving into our neighborhoods. It's
time to call my real estate agent."
A White person doesn't want to hear about a Black person's
material wealth or how smart he perceives himself. Those are
the things he himself wants. Affirmative Action, sports
abilities, musical talent or illegal lifestyles are the reasons for
Black success stories.
Fantasy: Fulfilling unmet desires in imagined achievements
or activities. Hey! Isn't this the ultimate?
Example from the black perspective: The college degree and
professional job might also require fulfilling the unmet desire
of having that White woman. The adorned White woman is
the ultimate in fulfilling all unmet desires.
Example from the White perspective: Fulfilling unmet desires
to have a home up North or on lakefront property and away
from the City, Blacks, and crime that bring down property
values.
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Whites still feel that most Blacks do not have male heads-ofhouseholds and custodial employment is the norm. Whites
hold their childhood memories of Tarzan movies where Blacks
are pictured as "primitive" and "savage barbarians" halfdressed and dancing. White Tarzan flies from tree to tree as
the natives gaspingly appear inferior, dumb, and lazy.
Note: When 5 p.m. comes, how many White people go home
with you for dinner? They are afraid to go beyond the White
boundaries. Wake up!!!
Repression: We all protect ourselves by repressing thoughts
or impulses that are painful or threatening. People have
tremendous difficulty recalling shocking or traumatic events
from childhood. Television talk show Black women as
screaming shrews, in bigmouth, big butt close-ups, using
street slang, and calling each other "Hootchie Mamas." It
causes a big laugh from the audience as the Nation and Black
men look at the clowns.
Black women help to reinforce the "big-loud-matriarchal" predetermined dye cast mold affixed to a discerning public. The
White woman is looking better every day to a Black man who
wants a sophisticated woman as he watches the "Hootchie
Mama" performances.
From both the Black and White perspectives: Blacks have
repressed being different from what is considered the norm in
this country. Therefore, both Blacks and Whites believe the
White Man was first on the earth, is first in intellect, the most
beautiful, built this country and made it prosperous.
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Both Blacks and Whites believe Jesus was White, Adam and
Eve were White, ancient Biblical characters were White, and
that all things that of any value come from White.
Reaction Formation: Reaction Formation is a defense
mechanism in which impulses are repressed but are also held
in check by exaggerated "opposite" behavior.
Example from the Black perspective: A Black person who has
supposedly escaped the "ghetto" or "inner city," obtained the
college degree and has a good job consciously resents other
Black people he feels will bring him down or cause him to be
grouped into the "inferior Black category."
He is the ultimate Oreo. He appears Black on the outside.
He appears Black every time he looks in a mirror. On the
inside, he is "culturally White." He helps the White Race
reinforce the thoughts of "culturally deficient Blacks." He
immediately becomes absurdly overprotective of his own
status and members of his race because he does not want to
be viewed in a "Black group category" or perceived "like the
rest." His real thoughts of "I hate them" and "I wish I were
White or light" are replaced by "I love them," but I will
acclimate myself culturally so that everyone will love me.
The hostile impulses are traded for "smother" love so that the
Black person won't have to admit the dislike of himself. This
is done to block the created threatening impulses or feelings
that have developed because he feels he has escaped into
the White realm.
This has happened over and over again for hundreds of years
as Blacks have crossed the color line to "pass for White." It is
happening today as many Blacks differentiate skin hues within
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their race. It is happening today as many Blacks want to
escape their Negroid ancestry and become Multiracial.
From the White Perspective: Whites view Blacks--not as
individuals--but as a category. Black is Black to them, but
White women who have given birth to Black babies, and White
families who have adopted Black children welcome the
anesthetized category of Negroid so that their Black children
can escape into Whiteland.
Regression:
This refers to the return to earlier, less
demanding situations or habits within a person's life. A Black
man who marries a White woman may once in-a-while regress
by going home to the old neighborhood to see his "homies,"
"get some good home cookin," or reminisce how he once was
"Black."
Projection: Is an unconscious process when we blame our
feelings, shortcomings, or unacceptable impulses on others
as a means of defending against anxiety. Whites feel Blacks
have the shortcomings of ignorance and superstitious ness.
That psychologically raises White intelligence test scores.
Example: White clerks in retail stores feel uneasy and might
believe that any Black person who enters the store is
automatically a shoplifter. Clerks and security in White
neighborhoods watch Black patrons so that they won't steal.
Rationalization: The making of excuses or "explaining it
away" comes from a natural tendency to explain one's
behavior. It provides us with reasons for behavior. Whites
explain that carjacking only takes place in Black
neighborhoods because of the high crime rates rather than
accepting that crime takes place in all neighborhoods.
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From the White perspective: When there is a murder or
carjacking in a White neighborhood, the local news spends a
whole week covering the story to delve into the psychological
problems that would have caused the White perpetrator to do
such a thing. At the same time the news coverage is
convincing the audience that it rarely happens in good White
neighborhoods.
The Black psyche in this country started its process of
alteration almost 400 years ago when slavery was legalized,
and Black women were called upon to be the heads of
households. The altered mind-set has been reinforced in the
past three centuries with the debasing terms being just a
minute form of the reinforced alteration.
People who say, "We are all human beings and color does not
matter"--should ask why so many Black people assimilate into
the White culture physically, emotionally, and socially? Why
is it so important to be part White? Why have so many people
crossed-over the color line and denied their ethnicity? Why
are there so many "Black-looking" people who say they are
White? Why are there so many Brown Race people who
classify themselves as "White?"
If light-skinned people are white enough in color to pass for
White, he disappears into the population creating some of the
"so called" White people we see walking around with nappy
hair, broad noses, protruding teeth with wide gaps, rounds
buttocks, and a sort of permanent suntan.
We identify or embody people's goals, actions and values into
our personalities when they are successful and positive.
Parents are the main agents for society to create and teach
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principles to their children by punishing disobedience and
rewarding proper behavior.
"White righteous behavior" and "Black degradation behavior"
is being taught on a subliminal level. Most people aren't aware
of what is happening because the positive and negative
behaviors are taught subliminally. You can accept what is
happening, or you can ask yourself, "What kind of society is
being created?" As children, we strive to attain a goal of
"ideal" perfection. Experiencing inaccurate generalizations
presented by media and parents soon become incorporated
into our minds as we grow up.
When we hold a stereotyped view of a group of people, we
tend to treat each member of that group as if the person has
the exact characteristics of the stereotype. Example: If a
White person sees a trash can knocked over on a White
homeowner's lawn, his first thought is that a dog knocked it
over. If a White person sees a trash can knocked over on a
Black homeowner's lawn, his first thought is that the family is
lazy and dirty.
Self-image and self-evaluation went through basic processes
of development during slavery. During the 1600's White
children were nurtured and molded to become teachers,
musicians, writers, lawyers, and doctors.
During the 1600's Black children were nurtured and molded to
become matriarchal baby producers and career slaves.
Seeping through the cracks from that era is a stronghold on
people that has developed a similar mind-set.
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A slave owner named Willie Lynch delivered a speech to slave
owners during the 1600's outlining three ways to keep slaves
in line. He shared with other slave owners the developmental
psychology needed to keep the Niggras in line. He said that
if these tactics were used, the effects would last for hundreds
of years. They were:
1) Pit men against women. How many times a day do you
hear Black women man bashing??? How many times do you
hear Black women saying, "I want a good man, but there are
none out there." Black men come in last place and seem to
be on the media's hit list, White men's hit lists, and Black
women's' hit lists.
2) Pit old men against young men.
3) Pit light slaves against dark slaves and light Blacks against
dark blacks--light Blacks are "not really Black but
multicultural!"
His tactics are still at work today. It has become routine for
Blacks to describe one another by skin tones. In fact--that's
how Blacks are described. The term "Nigger" used in a
friendly or casual way by Blacks directed to one another helps
to keep the tactical mind-set in place. The US Government
via the CIA has set up a tactical plan to keep folks high on
crack so that homicides and other Black-on-Black crimes are
the norm. Therefore, local police departments on Level I can
control lives and lifestyles. On Level II lives and lifestyles can
be controlled by the penal/prison system. On level III the
Caucasian mind-set controls everything visible and thinkable.
Crime provides incarceration-tooling benefits, which are
twofold. The first provides a preventative measure. There are
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less Black men on the streets; thus, creating a decline in the
Black birth rate. The second is the realization of huge profits
for conglomerates like Microsoft Corporation. The modus
operandi keeps the American economy strong as prisons
account for America's fourth largest growing industry.
Teenage pregnancies much like the Slave Era “Matriarchal
system,” create a "Dependency on Welfare Mind-set." It
teaches "learned helplessness" to young Black women so that
they retain and remain in a constructed state of being set forth
by Willie Lynch's forefathers who now represent the majority
or standard of the US population.
Blacks in America are dual citizens. They can survive in all
color sectors of the US. Blacks have been taught to accept
the key concepts of Western institutions. These concepts
include a Euro-centric religion (White Biblical characters),
education (European explorers and discoveries), economics
(White exploitation with drugs, guns, AIDS, church torchings
and welfare), and a government (contrived plan to noose 'em
up)!
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Chapter 4
White Women
A True Story that Happens 1,000 times a Day
She can shake her naked booty as a stripper or sell her
wares on the street corner. . . But the White skin has
made her superior to any Black woman. Some Black
men need a White woman--this type or any type of
White woman to boost their self-esteem.
White
women have become fascinated with the Black man
because contact was forbidden just 20 years ago.

As Peggy Sue walks, her skirt rides up so that her wishing well
legs and knob-knees protrude outward. She does not like to
wear shorts. The material in the
expanded sewn seams is stretched and
gets caught in her crouch.
Her
translucent White skin shows varicose
veins because of the weight she carries
from the waist down. The excessive
weight has not produced a rounded
buttock but a wide flat white bottom.
The excessive weight and large breasts
cause her body to hold more heat than
a person of average weight. The heat causes her hair to
become bone straight as it strings down her back, and
perspiration beads on her forehead. Peggy Sue is a good
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person who has been raised to love God and respect all
mankind. It is a Friday, and she has plans to go out with her
friends that evening after work to a singles club in the
metropolitan area. When she gets to the club, there are a lot
of single men and women looking for mates, but she feels she
does not have a chance because of her appearance. The
music is vibrating, and the party is jumping. She watches her
friends dancing. She wishes she could dance but does not
want to bring attention to herself because she might bring the
roof tumbling down!
She looks up. A handsome Black man looks in her direction
and then asks her to dance. She waddles toward him--legs
looking just like the turkey drums on a Thanksgiving Dinner
table--fat and greasy. Mr. Bernard Black Hunk is impressed.
She is beautiful. Her skin is so smooth and White. Her hair
is straight and lays flat on her head. Mr. Bernard Black Hunk
has the immediate startling realization that he has one of the
biggest White diamonds on Earth. His dreams have been
answered. Peggy Sue is so exquisite. She is mild mannered,
quiet, and is eager to talk about his interests. She has the
right attitude!!!--To match his White-right attitude!!!--The
White Subliminal Created Attitude!!!
Mr. Bernard Black Hunk tells one of his friends that he has just
met a beautiful White woman in which he could become very
interested. His friend says, "Is she pretty?" Bernard
comments, "She's White, isn't she?" Mr. Bernard Black Hunk
has just met Peggy Sue but immediately comes to the
realization that even if she is strung out on drugs and in rehab or on furlough from a mental or correctional institution or
has head lice, she is one White Gem.
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"In fact, I might even marry her," says Bernard. He
remembers reading a statistic that in 1995, 10.5 percent of all
Black men who married legally, married a White is right
woman. Mr. Bernard Black Hunk is driving a Mercedes, has
a MBA and loves him some Big Greasy White women. He
has internalized and perceived himself as worthwhile only
when he can accentuate his actions and feelings in
accordance with the WHITE grain.
To put it plainly, he wants a part of the so-called American
Dream. He suddenly forgets about where he came from and
sees the White woman as an object to help him get "on top."
He often denies feelings that are inconsistent with internalized
conditions of worth. His quest to--DESPERATELY SEEK
WHITENESS is the only way to be truly worthwhile. This
ASSIMILATION assures acceptance in his mode of building
self-esteem. He will share whatever he has with her. He
praises her!!! He worships her!!! She is his world!!! This
White woman has been placed high on the IDEAL pedestal!!!
She truly has become the superior being constructed by the
White Race to carry on the 8%!!!
She can shake her naked booty as a stripper or sell her naked
booty on the street corner. . . But the White skin has made her
superior to any Black woman. Some Black men need a White
woman--this type or any type of White woman to boost their
self-esteem. White women have become fascinated with the
Black man because contact was forbidden just 20 years ago.
Television screens show these Black handsome muscular
hunks in sports arenas. As they run, their bodies sway from
side to side in synchronization. Naturally, this causes
psychological mystique and excitement from the rigid
calculated Caucasian man.
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The fat, ugly, low social strata White woman has never
received this kind of wholesome attention from a White man.
So, she eats up the attention--raising her self-esteem. She
gives Bernard Black Hunk all the praise and attention he
needs to make him feel he is "THE MAN." As he hollers,
"WHO'S THE MAN?" He has crowned her "QUEEN" for life.
Mr. Bernard Black Hunk now has a White woman by his side.
It makes him feel he is just as good as any White man in our
"White man dominated culture." He has the professional job,
big house in the suburban community, and beautiful mulatto
children so that he may assimilate into the White Culture to
assume PSYCHOLOGICAL.
The "Klu Klux Klan" has been appearing behind sheets in
small towns for years and recently on major network talk
shows. All over America the Klan members hold meetings to
talk about racial purity and burn crosses. All over America
Klan members have been burning Black churches. On talk
shows the Klan members jeer, chant, and taunt. "Ya Al'
Niggra Boys just keep hav'in babies, collecting Welfare
checks, and smok'in dope." "Ya Al' need to go back to Africa
and give us back this here U-N-I-T-E-D S-T-A-T-E-S O-F AM-E-R-I-C-A." "This here is our country." "Why ya here taking
our money and our pretty White women?" "We confirm a pure
White Race."
As the Klan talks, the network talk show hosts and guests
seem to be more accepting of Blacks and racial issues than
other group of people in this country. The Klan sneers at the
audience--"P-o-r-c-h M-o-n-k-e-y-s." The effects of interacting
with a group of people are different than with an individual.
The process of interacting with others changes people.
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People tend to act like other members in a group even when
asked to conform to a point-of-view.
People who appear on talk shows will continuously tell panel
members they are wrong in their racist thinking and that all
people are equal. The group rehearses before the media
audience implying a love between different races and
purporting a colorblind society. The audience members swear
that when people walk down a street and see someone to
whom they are attracted, skin color does not play a role and
that love is colorblind.
People usually make decisions based on what they think
others will think of them--particularly parents and persons of
authority. Because of implanted color rules and biases,
people make decisions based on these learned rules. Peer
groups represent the most important people in an individual's
life. White peer group orientation just like Black peer group
orientation includes conformity to the ideas and judgments of
that group whether it is peer influence or parental influence.
People adopt the values, attitudes, style of dress, and
language of their parents and peers.
If a mixed group of Blacks and Whites listened to a speech
about Adam and Eve being Black and all skin colors coming
from Black, do you think they would be more likely to believe
Minister Louis Farrakan or Billy Graham? Of course, Whites
would believe Billy Graham--So Would Blacks. We are all
subjects of persuasion. Society has a high degree of
influence in social situations affecting our behavior. Groups
influence individual behavior through our own tendencies to
conform with a group even when we are not asked to do so.
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Sometimes Black men outwardly seek White women.
Sometimes Black men subliminally and psychologically do not
realize why they seek White women. When they look at White
women, they consider them beautiful because of perceptual
expectancies that have been created by media suggestion.
Since their perceptual expectancies have been titillated, Black
men view White as the premium of all women.
Television, movies, newspapers, and magazines feature the
most beautiful people in the world as White lead actresses
and White centerfolds. Perceptual learning has built up
mental categories of beautiful people being blonde and blue
eyed. Note: Blacks are not the only ones who want honey
blonde hair. Clairol makes many shades of blonde dye for
White women. "Blondes have more fun."
Perceptual categories make a difference since we know
people are often categorized. Categories might include the
following: "punks," "mental patients," "queers," "honkies,"
"Niggers," "bitches," "dysfunctional" "welfare queens," and
"Nubian Queens." When labels define people, observers are
influenced (Coon, 135-6). The illegitimacy rate is nearly three
times as high as in the immediate aftermath of slavery.
Individuals from illegitimate births provide over half of the US
murder statistics. 94% of Black killings and murders are
Black-on-Black crime.
Categorically Speaking: For Whites to be with other Whites
and Blacks to be with other Blacks seems to be an unlearned,
inborn reaction to an unconditioned stimulus that we here in
the US have accepted for centuries. Some White fathers may
provoke their daughters to seek out and pursue the Black
man. When children are little, and parents have tried to
suppress inappropriate behavior in a negative manner, a child
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soaks up the stimuli from his environment and becomes
rebellious; thus, trying to get back at the parent. Parents
attempt to assert their authority, and conflict develops. This
may cause the child to direct feelings away from the primary
father object and seek something else that makes her feel
better. When children are in the formative years, things
happen to them that they remember as they grow into adults.
Example: By repeatedly spanking a child for "talking back" to
you may lead the child to quit talking to you altogether. A
common reaction to punishment is to dislike the person who
inflicts the pain, and sometimes reacting combatively towards
the person. An aggressive reaction to get back at parents
may be to aggressively seek Mr. Black Hunk and retaliate.
The retaliation might be to seek Mr. Black Hunk because he
has been labeled "forbidden." The "forbidden" label may
entice excitement.
This is the type of White woman, who after marrying the Black
man has a hard time accepting the fact that her children are
Black. She realizes that she has made a grave mistake with
her rebellious behavior and does everything in her power to
convince her children that they are not really Black but mixed.
People of the White Race have found themselves in a
quandary. Their White women have gone astray--keeping
themselves not only unto White men. White couples seem to
be thwarted with infertility and need fertility drugs for
production and manufacture of White babies.
The Author has a theory to insure "White man existence."
Maybe fertility drugs are the rudiments to White Race
mortality. The telephone Yellow Pages in large cities has
pages of doctors and clinics specializing in fertility clinics, in
vitro fertilization, sperm banks, and drugs to help the "White
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endangered species" survive. The "White endangered
species" continues to push Norplant in Black communities
while picketing abortion clinics in the White community. In
fact, there are birth control methods used globally to stop the
production of people of color--What's up with that? Another
thing that thwarts Whites in this country is abortion of White
babies. Because Whites can afford the procedure, they are
more likely to use abortion to terminate an unwanted
pregnancy.
Recently, there has been widespread news coverage about
White couples adopting babies from Russia and Croatia.
There are White couples who adopt Black children--but can
Black couples adopt White babies??? That's unheard of--You
know it is. There are many National reports on the condition
or orphanages in Russia and how Russian babies need good
homes. Could a Black family go to Russia and adopt a White
Russian baby?
As Black women are encouraged to use Norplant--a method
of birth control, White women are taking fertility drugs. There
is no secret that White childless couples would pay almost
anything on the "Baby Market" to adopt a White baby since
there is a shortage of White babies. It seems obvious that
there may be some reasons why. In White neighborhoods,
there are stores that sell leather straps, spikes, and chains to
nourish sexual arousal. It should not be a surprise to anyone
that a woman, regardless of color, runs like mad to get away
from the practice of sadism--chains, whips, and spikes?
A White woman does not have to put up with treatment like
that. There is a Black man that will hang from her every
movement and word. He will kiss her butt and may even lick
it. Black man bashing has yielded the unconscious turned
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conscious feeling that White is right, and the White woman is
thusly virtuous. Self-hate Therapy ^equals^ A White-right
woman!
In the US, there is a silent war declared. This war is with the
forfeiture of America's White women. America will protect its
White women. Legislatures in this country will work hard to get
the racial category "multiracial" on the next US Census.
General determinants of interpersonal attraction have
variables that influence the Black man's perception of White
women. White women perform and transact the ultimate
"Physical Attractiveness Role" in society. A member of the
Aryan Race that is untouched by Jews and non-Whites is holy,
pure, and in the likeness of God. White men and a whole lot
of Black men perceive the image of White skin as the ultimate
in physical attractiveness.
Black men, following in the shadows of murky waters and
mainstream obstructions perceive White women in an
identical manner.
Physical attractiveness is the most
important factor in the early stage of a relationship. To that
end, opposites attract.
The opposite characteristics
complement or advantageously "fit" with one of the Black
man's own attributes--feeling U - N - I - T - Y with the rest of
the world.
A Black man feels better about himself because he has the
revered White woman at his side, and he has an accurate
view of the self-actualized life. The White woman is a positive
step in the right direction. He feels a sense of harmony with
the White Brotherhood Kingdom. His self-esteem has been
bolstered. It is only natural that humans possess an inner
drive to grow, improve, and use their potential to the fullest.
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Because of cultural differences White women tend to be more
submissive than Black women. A dominant person might
prefer a submissive person, and a person who likes to nurture
and "take care" of others might prefer someone who will take
care of them.
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Chapter 5
Wagering Webster’s Warped Dictionary
A sense of pride + a rich tradition and history ^equals^
a White team spirit to falsify. Whites have succeeded
to cup and cap Negroid beginnings. When pride is
stripped, subservience exists.

Webster claims to be the authoritative core of the English
vocabulary.
Webster affirms a staff of professional
lexicographers providing the reader with a concise and handy
record of the English vocabulary. The Webster Dictionary is
an American icon to which readers give credence. Webster
tells the reader that Egyptians are members of the Caucasian
Race. Encyclopedias tell the reader the origin of the
Egyptians is unknown but were probably members of the
Caucasian Race. The Egyptians referred to themselves and
their country as Khemet meaning “Black.”
The issue of racial identity in Egypt past and present has been
subjected to distorted politics and scholarship. Today
Egyptian society is regarded as white-Arab and its blackAfrican roots and population marginalized and in many
instances denied an existence or any association with the
civilization that made the greatest contribution to mankind.
Napoleon Bonaparte’s destroying the black African portraiture
in the faces of the sphinx in the 18th Century (1798) is but
among the plethora of direct actions to disassociate the glory
of Kemet, known today as Egypt from the Africans who
founded this civilization of civilizations. Currently, reclaiming
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Egypt’s African past faces opposition from its overwhelming
Arab present and Europeans internationally in all spheres of
power who find it more profitable and believable to imagine
that Ancient Egypt was not African. Not to be discouraged by
these efforts, African scholars such as Dr. Manu Ampim
continue to reaffirm Kemet’s African-ness to foster “…human
capacity, potentials, and possibilities” in Africans everywhere.
Encyclopedias also play eradication games substantiating the
Egyptian Civilization as the oldest in the world with written
records dating back 6,000 years, but the origin of the Egyptian
Civilization then becomes unknown. The pages of reference
books that line our schools, colleges, and public library
shelves revere the entire world as white.
Webster tells the reader that a Moor is Caucasoid. It seems
ironic that after seeing pictures of Shakespeare’s Othello in
the 1995 movie starring Lawrence Fishburn shows the Moor
Othello as a Black man, but the truth can still be concealed by
Webster and his team of lexicographers—so what’s up with
that?
Following are some more of Webster’s Warped Definitions:
Moor – One of a North African people of Arab and Berber
ancestry (Caucasoid) who conquered Spain in the 8th
Century.
Berber – A member of a Caucasoid people of Northwestern
Africa.
Arab – A member of a Semitic people of the Arabian
Peninsula in Southwestern Asia.
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Beginning in the Middle Kingdom (2133 BC) African-Asians
(Coloreds/Egyptians/Mulattos) far outnumbered the Asians in
Northern Africa 1500 years before. Out of this situation
developed a passionate and defiant nationalism that restricted
the term “Egyptian.” Knowledge of Egyptian history begins at
an advanced stage of culture with Menes (or Men). Menes
was the first king of the 1st dynasty (family) of rulers. He
united north and south kingdoms of Egypt about 3000 BC.
This began the long period, during which there were 30
dynasties, each with a series of kings called pharaohs who
ruled Egypt for 25 centuries.
Cheikh Anta Diop writes about the falsification of ancient
history. Here’s what he said:
· Black Africans (Kushites) becomes incompatible with the
ideal of the first inhabitants who civilized Arabia before
Mohammed; the land of Canaan, prior to the Jews
(Phoenicia); Mesopotamia, prior to the Assyrians (Chaldean
Epoch); Elam; India, before the Aryans.
·
Given the ideas we have been taught about the Negro,
even if the evidence proves objectively that civilization was
created by the said Negroes (Kushites, Canaanites,
Egyptians), it must be wrong. By searching diligently, we can
find the opposite.
The confusion of our Halfway-Cunning Education
In urban schools, teacher staffing is usually white. Black
teachers in this country make up only about 5 percent of the
teaching staff, although minority student population accounts
to about 33%. The curriculum is designed with White
foundation models.
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Four years of English are required for graduation that usually
includes a year of English Literature chucked full of Dickens
and Shakespeare. “O Romeo, Romeo! Wherefore art thou
Romeo?” is considered a classic.
Three years of social studies are required for graduation that
includes ancient world history, US history and US
government. The courses taught cause’s students to believe
thoughts that have been falsified.
Racial issues generally surface in elementary schools with
racially related “Nigger” name-calling. It’s hard for me in high
school to read and memorize works from English and
American authors for a grade to graduate from high school
after knowing the works are a part of the schematic plan to
whole the Black Race of people.
There are mismatches between students and white teachers’
expectations of them. Since teacher’s personal experiences
are usually quite different from those of students, teachers
often do not understand students’ life experiences.
When Blacks are mentioned at all by ancient history books,
they are confined to the 25th dynasty called “The Ethiopian
dynasty.” The period has been labeled “period of decline.” As
part of the Black cover-up, inscriptions on artifacts have been
defaced, African heads are lopped off, and noses have been
chiseled down, photographs have been taken from misleading
angles or through misleading camera filters to show any trace
of Whiteness.
If you stand on the peak of the Great Pyramid of Khufu at
Giza, looking south, you can feel a spirit walking down a street
that takes your mind back to the beginning of man’s longest
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civilization. The Sphinx was a portrait statue of the black
Pharaoh Khafre (also Cephren) and was built during the
greatest of all the pyramids. After thousands of years the spirit
of Cheops seems to cross the Libyan Desert. There stands
the three famous Pyramids of Giza.
Constantin Francouis Volney is billed as a French intellectual
republican and savant epitomized the enlightened history and
political thought of the 18th Century. Volney was a senator
under Napoleon. When Count Volney stood under the
shadow of the great Sphinx in 1783 and looked at the manmade mountains stretching across the western desert, he was
startled and confused. He could not believe that Brown and
Black-skinned men who had taken him to view the pyramids
and stood on the banks of the canals as he gazed at the
pyramids were the native Egyptians. They looked like the
slaves in his French Empire.
He could not understand how history was reversed. He felt a
strange guilt. He wondered how the loathsome and disgusting
Black Race could have contributed the wealth he saw in the
development of Egypt which had inspired the pre-European
civilization. He later wrote, “When we reflect to the race of
Negroes, at present our slaves, and the objects of our
contempt, we owe our arts, sciences …..” This rediscovery
by Europeans of ancient Egypt came as an embarrassment
to Volney.

It became necessary to the peace of the Christian conscience
in Europe that was then prospering from the massive
exploitation of Black slaves that Black history had to be
falsified. Blacks lost the honor that comes with racial worth.
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Black identification was lost right here. Presently the Black
mind operates positively towards the white Race and
negatively towards himself and others whose color is
identical—the direct fallout of a defense mechanism labeled
by psychologists as identification.
When the Europeans designed the racial categories Negroid,
Mongoloid, and Caucasoid, the distinctions made reference to
certain structural features, skeletal measurements and
relationships within the groups. The physical differences used
by anthropologists to divide human beings into various
included skin color, hair, eye orbits, bone structure, blood
types, fingerprints and head shapes.
Skeletal material from Egypt was selectively gathered,
measured, and classified. During the 19th Century American
Anatomist Samuel Morton used pseudoscientific criteria to
flatter and delight his Negrophobic listeners.
He
demonstrated to their satisfaction the Egyptians were a
Caucasoid Race and indigenous to the Nile Valley.
Later Morton’s findings have shown to be false. Extensive
skeletal surveys of the ancient Egyptians, both before and
during the dynasties, show them to be roughly the same racial
composition as Blacks of a modern Caribbean island, with a
predominately Negroid base with traces of Asiatic and
Caucasoid admixtures. According to Ivan Van Sertima ancient
Egyptians became mixed with Asians and Whites migrating to
the north of Egypt. The Nile was the meeting place of races.
The unification of the lands in northern Africa led to the
mixture.
William Shockley and Arthur Jensen made the largest strides
to prove that IQ was directly tied to race. They also theorized
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a Caucasian superiority connected to high IQ scores.
Shockley was a Nobel Prize winning physicist. In 1969
Shockley wrote about race and IQ.
Lower Egypt became physically and culturally a “mulatto”
Egypt. Asians married Africans and the integration of the two
peoples proceeded apace. European histories have ignored
the African beginning, the African political and administrative
structure, the African agricultural contribution on the Nile, the
African science of mathematics and mummifications—all the
elements that laid the basis for the first four dynasties.
The Sphinx is a portrait statue of the black Pharaoh Khafre
(also called Cephren) for the greatest of all the pyramids was
built during the reign of the African Knufu (Second Dynasty,
2590-68 BC.
European histories have not only ignored African beginnings
but have turned historical Africa into a Caucasian continent.
The flat noses and big lips of the great Sphinx were shot off
by Napoleon and his army.
Negroid mummies were
destroyed to conceal the Negroid presence in Egypt when the
mummies were transferred to places like London for museum
Egyptian displays.
A-L-L—R-I-G-H-T-Y now!
You know that science and
mathematics were White innovations, don’t you? Even
though Negroid human substratum has been found in whales,
North Italy, Sardinia, North Portugal, Traz os Monte, and
Spain (west of the Pyrenees) and other scattered places in
Europe. Evolution of a Black world has been authenticated,
but there is still an ongoing global falsification.
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A sense of pride + a rich tradition and history ^equals^ a White
team spirit to falsify. Whites have succeeded to cup and cap
Negroid beginnings. When pride is stripped, subservience
exists. Whites can now point at the utter chaos in central cities
with glee because they don’t have to take blame for what they
have helped create. There are also many Black team players
helping transact Act 1, Scene 1 of the continual tragedy
Central City Lunacy stage performance. The time has come
to pull up a chair at ringside and watch the further destruction
of an entire race of people.

Chapter 6
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Affirmative Action & the Ignorant Stick
During slavery, Black people were the only laborers, skilled,
and semi-skilled workers. In the Ante-Bellum South Black
people were the manufacturing cartels and conglomerates
of the day.
During slavery, Black people were the only laborers, skilled,
and semi-skilled workers. In the Ante-Bellum South Black
people were the manufacturing cartels and conglomerates of
the day. The “slave artisans”—laborers of the day were skilled
tradesmen in carpentry, blacksmiths, coopers, cobblers, and
wheelwrights. Domestics, artisans, and foremen constituted
the aristocracy of slave society. Whites would ask for
permission from the masters to work with the “slave artisans”
to learn the trade. When immigrants from Europe arrived,
they pushed Black skilled workers from the crafts they had
previously dominated. The New White European immigrants
created strong exclusive unions that banned Black workers.
To be a skilled tradesman, you had to be in a union, and Black
people were banned from skill trades unions.
White politicians are using Affirmative Action as an excuse for
an assumed "Black Counterproductive Reward Method."
White people assume that Blacks who have good jobs and
"pie in the sky" positions are the direct result of Affirmative
Action Programs--not intelligence and hard work. Blacks
could not seriously be as smart or as well educated as Whites;
therefore, Blacks have good jobs because of Affirmative
Action Programs.
A White person goes for an interview, but a Black person is
hired. The White person readily feels he was not hired
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because of racial quotas. He automatically feels that he was
the "more qualified" applicant merely because he is "White."
Whites are better trained, smarter, and without a doubt should
be chosen when it's Black choice or White choice time??? It's
a White man's world!!!
Even before Affirmative Action Programs by the Federal
Government were imposed, there were people of color in
high-level occupations. Blacks were rising economically and
educationally many years before the 1971 legislation.
Affirmative Action should not be inscribed as "Black
preferential treatment." Affirmative Action legislation keeps
impartiality alive.
Opposition to preferences and quotas by "angry White
males," is a principle involved in the original civil rights laws
that shot down the Jim Crow System. US laws and policies
should subject every citizen to the same rules, judgments, and
by the same standards.
Whites have always been preferred--especially White males.
This country's Educational and Wisdom System of livelihood
is all inclusive of European-American contexts. Day-to-day
living is immersed in White cultural loading much like an infant
loads a diaper. The loading has yielded a flawed American
educational system. America places little faith in hard work
and so much in native ability.
Seventy-one percent (71%) of all African-American children
enrolled in the American public-school system are in special
education programs. The grade point average of all Black
children enrolled in the public-school system is 1.8--which is
below a "C" average.
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Approximately 40 percent of the children in America will be
non-White. Non-White teachers, on the other hand, make up
only 10 percent of the teaching force, and that number is
falling. The Michigan Department of Education is offering
"Schools of Choice" to school age children in the State. A
child may attend any school within the boundaries of his
Intermediate School District. The student takes the $5,700
Basic Allocation to the school district he wants to attend.
The bottom line of this planned scenario seems to apply only
in urban areas where the school districts are majority Black.
In out-state Michigan or out of the urban areas, the schools
have a White population of students, and the school buildings
are 25 - 75 miles apart.
Can you see parents transporting their child 75 miles one way
to another school building to attend his "School of Choice?"
Consequently, the only schools that are affected by "Schools
of Choice"/and or "White Choice" are schools in the urban
areas--or majority Black schools.
The system was set up by a Republican Controlled State
Legislature to destroy Black school systems where
administration and teachers are majority Black. It was
designed to "nip in the bud" Black school districts that are
getting too powerful by officially rubber-stamping the students
as "inferior" and “high risk.”
Michigan’s Governor John Engler's takeover of the Detroit
Public Schools was in 1999 and now Governor Rick Snyder
both tried to reform Detroit Public Schools. Engler came into
Detroit and appointed the Mayor as “overseer” of the Detroit
System and threatened to remove the current Board of
Education. Engler cited problems that plague Detroit's public
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schools is at a critical stage and must be fixed. At the same
time Engler's school-reform proposals have sparked
contentious debate. The debate has prompted residents of
Detroit to raise issues of racial politics.
When voters of Detroit reminded the Governor that the
officials were elected by popular vote and removing them
would be a direct attack on the “Voting Rights Act,” he decided
to leave the Board in office until their terms expired. The ploy
is not to improve the School System but to unseat “Black
Power” of the City’s school system. Engler is making sure that
Blacks in a major city will have control over such a large
financial budget.
Black parents often feel that their children can learn if they are
seated near White children. The White children have an "aura
of intelligence" surrounding them, their schools, and school
districts. The "Choice" System also works in an opposite
direction to give White students the chance to leave schools
that have become majority Black and to attend schools with
other children with whom they can identify.
White students who attend school in Detroit might want to
attend schools in suburban districts where they will receive a
better education. The "aura of intelligence" engulfs the White
suburbs. "White Schools" are "Good Schools" and offer the
best education.
Integration and desegregation are not synonymous. The
equal protection clause prohibits purposeful racial
segregation in public schools. But the clause does not
mandate integration so that public schools reflect the racial
composition of the surrounding community. Notice the
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wording. That is how the US gets away with modern day
segregation.
Blacks want an alternative to schools they perceive as having
failed their children. Hey! Only when surrounded by the
intellectual aura of White children can Blacks succeed and be
successful (Kirsanow, 6-A). The Government and local
school districts provide unequal legal and financial support-Maybe that's why Black parents want their children in
predominately White schools because there is unequal not
equal finance of the two school systems.
In Michigan, for instance, some Metropolitan Detroit Suburban
school districts spend $12,000 per student annually. Most
districts have just the Michigan State Basic Allocation to
spend which amounts to $8,500 per student. Teachers in the
suburbs of Detroit make $15,000 - $20,000 more in salary
annually than teachers in the City. The inequality theory of
separate but not equal seems to prevail in education in the
State of Michigan. For a child to measure up to standards and
reach for excellence, he must have textbooks and supplies.
To meet the goals of the next century, a student should be
exposed to computers and technological advances. Hey!
Hey! Hey! That may be the "White aura of intelligence"
scholars are talking about. Money to buy the basics is missing
in some of the poorer districts.

Chapter 7
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Albinos--The Origin of the Caucasian Race?
Some theories equate Albinos with the origin of the
Caucasian Race. This website has many validations
for the origin of the Negroid Race, but what about the
Caucasian Race? Certainly, Frances Wesling hit the
nail on the head with her book, The Isis Papers (1991).
The White Race has the genetic inability and absence
of melanin to produce the different skin pigments seen
throughout the world.
As new information comes down the pike, it is necessary to
rethink theories that were once in place. The origin and
labeling of the “so called” Caucasian, Negroid, and Mongoloid
Races by 19th Century scientists, started racial groupings
based on skin color by naturalists and anthropologists like
Johann F. Blumenbach, JA Gobineau and HS Chamberlain.
These men also equated skin color to psychological value and
importance to race. Blumenbach named whites after the
Caucasus Mountains because he thought the purest white
people originated there. He didn't seem to realize the
following:
Russia, Chechens, Armenians, and other Southern Russians
are considered to have Black Negro origins and Caucasus
Mountains people are classified as "black" and are
discriminated against. Blacks have lived in Southern Russia
since prehistoric times and have occupied the Black Sea
Region since the time of Senwosret/Sesostris (2000 BC)
when Africans dominated the region. (SEE 'HERODOTUS'
ON THE COLCHIANS).
FROM AFRICA – NOT TO AFRICA!
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Today the American Anthropological Association declares
there is no such thing as race which is merely a “social
construct.” If that is the new scientific principle, then….There
are plenty of scientific facts to back up this principle.
According to The South African Institute for Medical Research
in review – Journal of South African Science, THE HIGH
FREQUENCY OF ALBINISM IN AFRICA provides more clues
to early African history. The Department of Human Genetics
at the SAIMR is currently involved with numerous research
projects, most related to human genetic disorders and
population origins--one of these, ‘Albinism in African peoples’
having received particular attention because it offers new
insights into the historical movement of peoples in subSaharan Africa.
The albinism syndrome shows parallels with sickle cell
anemia. The carrier of the sickle cell mutation is at an
advantage in regions where malaria is hyperendemic, which
includes large areas of Africa.
About one in 35 southern African blacks is a carrier of an
albinism mutation, a surprisingly high prevalence for a genetic
disorder where the homozygote is at a survival disadvantage.
It is postulated that the albinism carrier may be at an
advantage, possibly also with malaria as the selective agent.
It has been suggested that mosquitoes are less likely to alight
and take blood from a lighter-skinned person and thus the
albinism carrier may be at an advantage over darker-skinned
people. The testing of this hypothesis is opening a new line of
research into malaria studies, which may yet show some other
selective agent may be responsible for the high frequency of
albinism in Africa.
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The new scientific genetic information derived from the
Human Genome Project, an international effort to decode the
information embedded in the human genome, confirmed to
the world by scientists in the East Room of the White House
(June 2000). We all evolved in the last 100,000 years from
the same small number of tribes that migrated out of Africa
and colonized the world". "All human beings are 99.99% the
same at the DNA level and the remaining 0.1% genetic
variation that exist seldom segregate in a manner that
confirms to the racial boundaries constructed by social
political means.”
Many years before the Human Genome's Project
announcement of its historical DNA findings on so called
"race" (in June of 2000), historians have revealed that human
beings, during the primitive era in ancient/antiquity Africa The Origin of Humankind/Humanity states that due to the lack
of knowledge about inbreeding (between closely related
parents) they did not understand why their off spring were
born with "white skin." Scientists say, "white skin" is a form of
Albinism (a genetic defected offspring -- lacking melanin).
Cystic Fibrosis was thought to be a disease that affects mostly
Europeans, but there are studies that now confirm that the
most likely origin of the mutation is the African Continent.
The CF studies also tie-in with population migration
investigations. Since the common African mutation has also
been found in Zambia and Cameroun, it too supports the
Bantu Expansion Hypothesis. It is worth noting that the
mutation has also been found in African-Americans, in Saudi
Arabia and in Greece on the same chromosome background
(haplotype), suggesting a single origin. The most likely origin
of the mutation is indeed the African Continent.
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Cystic fibrosis (CF) was first described in Europe in the late
1930s. It was later shown to be surprisingly common with, on
average, one in 20 individuals of European origin carrying a
CF mutation. It was widely believed to be absent or very rare
in Black Africans and was taught as such to generations of
medical students. Only a handful of cases were described in
African Blacks in a period of over thirty years, although it was
well documented among African-Americans. CF was
originally thought to be present in the latter because of
admixture with individuals of European descent.
Oculocutaneous albinism (OCA) is a rare, genetically
inherited condition passed on by both parents to their
offspring, resulting in a significant reduction in or absence of
pigmentation in the hair, skin, and eyes at birth. Individuals
with albinism are very fair-skinned and fair-haired, with (most
often) blue eyes that can take on tones of purple or red in
bright lighting.
But due to such lack of knowledge as to why their "white
skinned" off springs came about, African mothers and fathers
became more and more fearful and suspicions and began to
separate their growing number of "white skinned" off springs
away from the "black skinned" (pigmented) population.
Eventually most of the "white skinned" off springs of "African"
mothers and fathers formed several groups and began to
migrate northward through Egypt to another area of Africa
which is now called Europe, seeking a more hospitable living
environment and to escape the intensity of the equatorial hot
climate of the great river valleys and great lakes region of
Central, Eastern and Southern Africa which was then and still
is South of what is now called Egypt.
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The "albino" group moved up in the mountainous area during
the Ice Age or Glaciations period that lasted thousands of
years further isolating themselves from their original parent
population in Africa. And by being in such isolated living
condition for such a prolonged period they also interbred
(within the existing parent groups) thereby creating additional
"albino" offspring from "albino" mothers and fathers who were
then and still are direct descendants of African mothers and
fathers.
A mutation results in a change of the DNA sequence within a
gene or chromosome of an organism resulting in the creation
of a new character or trait not found in the parental type.
There is blonde hair among the black Australian aborigines.
That is an example of a mutation. Albinism is a good example
of a mutation. Other examples of mutations are blondism or
whiteness among monkeys, apes, and chimpanzees.
Biblical Evidence of White Skin
There are many cases of individuals turning white in Jewish
biblical history. When God wanted to show Moses a miracle,
he turned his hand "white as snow;" then God turned his hand
back again to its original color of black. In ancient Israel when
a man had a white spot on his skin or white or yellow hair, or
white skin somewhat reddish, he was pronounced unclean.
All people who were victims of this shameful disease were
isolated outside of the camp or city and segregated.
Some theories equate Albinos with the origin of the Caucasian
Race. This website has many validations for the origin of the
Negroid Race, but what about the Caucasian Race?
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Certainly, Frances Cress Welsing hit the nail on the head with
her book, The Isis Papers (1991).
The White Race has the genetic inability and absence of
melanin to produce the different skin pigments seen
throughout the world. That absence of skin pigment creates
the inability to produce colors. As a result, uncolored or white
skin is produced. White Race genes are at a recessive global
juncture. Recessive genes delineate body characteristics that
are masked or not expressed when a contrasting dominant
black or brown gene or trait is present. The black/brown
genes create people who have curly hair and whose skin is
easily tanned.
As the recessive gene disappears, anthropologists are
rushing to reclassify the world's Black and Brown Races.
Through "Caucasian racial engineering" some Brown Races
have become hypothetically "White." It has increased the
White Race totals with a lopsided apportionment numbering
system. The system has been designed to expand and
extend White Race counts, which only amount to 8 percent
worldwide (United Nations Population Division, 1+).
In “Echoes of the Old Darkland” by Charles Finch III, MD by a
doctor of medicine (Yale) the following is quoted:
“We
propose that the ... population that survived the last
glaciations in southwestern Eurasia was largely a group of
albinoids who were better adapted to the ecology than their
darker relatives who had originally colonized the area. These
latter were gradually replaced by albinoids, though small
groups of African aboriginal types long persisted on the North
Atlantic seaboard because of the availability of Vitamin-D-rich
salt-water fish. This “goodness-of-fit” of the albinoids in this
northern environment was due to the more efficient Vitamin D
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production and utilization in the whitened skin in these
sunlight-deficient latitudes and better cold resistance.
The Ice Age had the practical effect of isolating this marginal
group from other populations for a prolonged period,
promoting a consanguinity that would have allowed the
recessive albinoid genes to express and propagate
themselves. Creation of a new race via de-pigmentation is
consistent with the tendency in nature of new species and
subspecies to form out of marginal groups that have become
isolated from their “parent” populations and subjected more or
less abruptly to extreme environmental conditions, which
generate intense selection pressure.” (Op. cit. p. 35) Albinoid
mutation seems as good a speculation since the fossil data
and genetic data both seem to rule in favor of a common,
Black African ancestry for all mankind.
People with Natural Blonde Hair are Disappearing and will
be Extinct in 200 Years.
New research suggests that people with blonde hair will be
completely extinct in 200 years. Blonde hair occurs only in
people from northern Europe. The blonde gene that causes
blonde hair color must be on both sides of the family, and
according to the World Health Organization, there is now too
few people who carry it.
Professor Jonathan Rees from Edinburgh University is
leading a two-year study into the genetics of blondes.
Scientists say blondes will survive longest in Scandinavia
where they are most concentrated, and they predict the last
one alive will be from Finland. (www.derm.med.ed.ac.uk)
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Globally, the White Race risks "genetic color elimination."
Caucasians /8 per centers are rapidly presenting the world
with a conjured-up system of so-called "statistical numbers of
non-truth" to implant new suppositions and beliefs. The nontruth firepower can deliver psyche-up, illusory gunfire
amounting to numerical warheads on the target of more
Caucasian deceit. The duplicity will end up fabricating a sort
of actuality--statistical ballistic weaponry warfare to
MAXIMIZE the dwindling White Race group numbers.
The original Indo-Europeans referred to, as Aryans were
nomads who herded animals in the steppes north of the Black
Sea, in what is now the Ukraine. Between 5,000 and 6,000
years ago, the Aryans migrated into Europe on horseback and
conquered a series of cultures. The Encyclopedia Britannica
concurs with British historians. When trying to trace prehistoric man to Europeans, it was found that Indo-Iranian
languages make up a major branch of the Indo-European
family of languages (Bower, 120+).
The Sinhalese Language is an Indo-European language of
the Indo-Aryan family. The earliest surviving specimens of the
language are brief inscriptions on rocks in Brahmi Letters from
200 BC. The most considerable amount of dated Aryan
language dates to about AD 1000 (Encyclopedia Britannica,
567).
Linguistics link the Iranian language to African languages.
Iranian languages include the Arabic language. Arabic
belongs to the Semitic language group. Semitic includes
Ethiopic and Hebrew--people who lived in one of Black
Africa's greatest civilizations. The implication being made is
the following: Caucasians cannot validate their rudiment
White civilization. It has been proven that civilization started
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in the great river valleys of Africa in the Fertile Crescent. The
human race was born in Africa, and it is only logical that the
evolution of White men started in Africa.
The Encyclopedia Britannia outlines the lack of or absence of
historical sources to trace the process of Swedish Expansion
and the Viking Era around AD 400. The same is true for
Denmark. It is written--The first trustworthy written evidence
of a kingdom of Denmark belongs to the early Viking Period.
Roman knowledge of this country was fragmentary and
unreliable. The same is said for the other Scandinavian
countries.
Currently, the Smithsonian Museum is inviting people to
examine the Atlantic Saga of the well-known culture of the
Scandinavian Viking Age (AD750-1050) as they discover
America. They landed in Newfoundland, Canada exactly
1,000 years ago. It is being hailed as a "discovery." An
endnote has been added that there is generous support from
the Nordic Council and Ministers of Volvo.
The Caucasoid/8 per centers' numerical deficiency has
created a sort of numerical abundance because White groups
now have psychologically increased their numbers with the
many different White classifications of: German White Race,
English White Race, French White Race, and Russian White
Race. This justifiably amounts to many White Races even
though theoretically there has been a three-race theory
staunchly in place since the 19th Century.
The same psychological numerology works to minimize
black/brown groups and forms the White "labeled minority
classifications" geneticists refer to when "feeling their oats on
the genetic highway to a White majority."
Dividing
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black/brown people into groups and referring to the groups as
"non-white" or "people of color," presents a purely natural
tendency to think of black/brown people as lesser because of
the fewest number of numerical classifications. Therefore,
Black and Brown people have become minorities in the
mastermind scheme when the statistical numbers of abundant
craftiness are presented globally.
From sea-to-shining-sea. History shows that discrimination in
this country occurs in all races that are not considered
Caucasian. Asians, for example, have experienced a long
history of discrimination even though the Asian Race is coined
as the "Prototype Minority" worthy enough to grace the White
American dominion. In 1854 the California Supreme Court
ruled that Chinese citizens were not permitted to testify
against Whites. In 1882 the Chinese Exclusion Act banned
all immigration from China.
In 1913, California declared Asians ineligible for citizenship
and prohibited property ownership. In 1924 the National
Origins Act excluded most Asians from migrating to the US.
With the outbreak of World War II one hundred and ten
thousand (110,000) Japanese Americans were relocated to
internment camps. It was only in 1952 that Asians born
outside the US were permitted to become citizens--but now
have been termed the “ideal minority.” Today most Blacks
and Latinos continue to be subjected to extreme economic
and social discrimination; whereas, most Asian Americans are
not. Asian Americans have been labeled the "ideal minority."
King James invented "discrimination of the divine" when he
and his team of 47 European interpreters translated the King
James Version of The Holy Bible. Purity, virtue, and
goodness spew from every pictorial page of White European
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Biblical characters. The Bible reveals a blue-eyed White
Jesus hanging on a cross, a golden-haired White Moses
showing the "Tablets of Law to the People," and praying at Mt.
Sinai upon every turn of a page.
I am King James, and I proclaim "Ham, the youngest son of
Noah, to be the father of the Black Race."
Ham is the father of the Black Race because he was cursed
and "condemned to Hell" states King James and his team of
European Interpreters. In Gen. 9:18-29 Ham is the recipient
of a curse--"Let Canaan be cursed."
Hey, that means Canaanites were Black. What do ya know!!!
Berber describes the indigenous Caucasoid people of
Northern Africa in the scholarly White dictionary and
encyclopedia, but Berber is defined as people who speak
Hammitic/Semitic Languages. Hey, does that mean Berbers
were Black? The Cushite (Ethiopian) and ancient Egyptian
also spoke Semitic Languages.
Ham--the Originator of the Black Race "the accursed" and all
of his descendants will be damned. Eurocentric church
officials developed a mind-set of "heathen Blacks" to devise
and formulate deceptive historical attitudes and viewpoints.
The Aryan Nation believes its group does the on-going work
of Jesus the Christ in re-gathering His people, calling His
people to a state for their nation to ring in His Kingdom. The
Aryan Nation believes that Adam, man of Genesis, is the
placing of the White Race upon this Earth. Not all races
descend from Adam. Adam is the father of the White Race
only. (Adam in the original Hebrew language is translated: "to
show blood in the face; turn rosy." Genesis 5:1).
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The Book of Enoch Hamitic/Ethiopic Authorship: The Book of
Enoch--which is the earliest biblical record of antiquity and the
earliest book of Hamitic authorship is widely quoted
throughout the King James Version of the Bible. The Book of
Enoch was found among the Dead Sea Scrolls in the caves
of the Qumran.
Enoch was Noah’s grandfather and
Methuselah’s father. Methuselah was the oldest man in the
Bible living to be 969.
After reading the Book of Enoch, it is evident that the entire
Creation of Heaven and Earth depicted by King James and
his translators has not been taught in America’s churches.
Why? Did King James and his translators use manipulatives
to gain control and purposely hide Hamitic/Ethiopic
authorship? If this book was written before the book of
Genesis, and is Hamitic--aren’t we back-to-Black? Webster’s
Warped Dictionary verifies that Ham was the Originator of the
Black Race. (Brown, Ronald K. BOOK OF ENOCH, San
Antonio, Texas 78210).
Reuters Photo - September 2009
Associated Newspapers, LTD
Black Brazilian Parents have
three Albino Children
According to the Enoch--one of
the Lost Books of the Bible, there
were a Race of Angels numbering 200 who were sent to Earth
to watch over mankind. The “Watchers” looked upon the
women of the Earth and found them fair and pleasing to the
eye. The women gave birth to what is known as (Nephilims)
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Giants of the Earth.
following topics:

The Book of Enoch comprises the

Second Coming of Jesus Christ and Judgment
Skills and Knowledge
Taught by the Fallen
Angels
Children of Angels to be
destroyed
Disobedient
Angels
Incarcerated Till Judgment
Day
Prophecy of A New Heaven and A New Earth
MESSIANIC REVELATIONS
PROPHECIES OF THE RESURRECTION OF THE DEAD
GOD Promises to Dwell with the Saints
The King James Version of the Bible starts with Genesis and
the creation of Heaven and Earth. In Genesis 4:15 God
orders Cain out of the Garden of Eden. Cain goes out from
the presence of the LORD, and dwells in the land of Nod, on
the East of Eden. There he knew his wife and conceived.
“The Land of Nod” appears right there in the Fourth Chapter
of Genesis. If Adam and Eve were the first two people on
earth, what was the Land of Nod? The word “Genesis” is berasheet in Hebrew, an African/Edenic language that Western
philologists in the 18th Century classified as part of the family
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of languages. Be-rasheet means “in the beginning” in a time
when God created all things. (African Heritage Bible, 1).
Leprosy among the Hebrews and Snow White Miriam
In 14th century B.C., plagues were endemic through the
Middle East and Egypt. The Book of Numbers tells us that
Miriam and Aaron, sister and brother to Moses, revolted
against their brother’s leadership. Miriam and Aaron spake
against Moses because he had married an Ethiopian woman.
And they said, Hath the Lord indeed spoken only to Moses?
Hath eh not spoken also by us?” Their challenge to Moses
angered God. As a punishment “Miriam became leprous,
white as snow” (Greenberg, 197).
The original man can be linked directly to the "Neanderthal"
and "Cro-Magnon" Man 10,000 years ago through
archeological measurements in size and stature to the
Bushmen-Hottentot population of South Africa. Any US or
European research book or encyclopedia show the reader a
White man who is half man and half animal. Charles Darwin
(Mr. Charlie) and other evolutionists would rather have the
world believe man evolved from apes than from a Black man.
As Europeans were busy labeling the entire Black Race as
cursed and accursed, a fair-haired English physicist came up
with the color spectrum in 1666 that disputes the "White
European Hamitic Theory." The theory clearly denotes that
if Noah and his wife were Caucasoid, it would have been
impossible to produce three different races of people. The
Keys to the Colors Theory was proven by Newton over 300
years ago, but Warped Webster's Dictionary still defines Ham
as the "Father of the Black Race."
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Reference books will tell you the majestic Sir Isaac Newton
was credited with the discovery of the color spectrum. The
theory presents solid proof that black is the foundation or base
for all colors. Newton was the celebrated White English
physicist who took a glass prism and passed a beam of
sunlight through it. When the light passed through the prism,
it formed a rainbow he later called the color spectrum.
By mixing the three primary colors of red, blue, and yellow
together, the color black is produced. Black is the color from
which all other colors are produced and is dominant. White,
on the other hand, is the color of maximal lightness from which
no other colors can be produced and is recessive. Just
because white reflects all colors does not mean it is possible
to get all colors from white. A little every day thing like the
exalted Sir Isaac Newton's so-called discovery of the color
spectrum shows more validity as it points to an African origin
than the many years of research and long drawn out scientific
theories to disparage and dismiss Black culture and history.
While scientists interpret, record, and test their theories, all
they need is a small box of Crayola Crayons containing three
crayons and a sheet of paper to prove the Keys to the colors.
Albinos occur in all races of mankind and in all animal groups.
The albionotic condition arises from a distinct hereditary
interference with the normal function of melanocytes. The
enzyme tyrosinase is necessary for the formation of melanin
and determines the color of the skin, hair, and eyes. Most
children with albinism are born to parents who have normal
hair and eye color for their ethnic backgrounds.
White skin is a form of albinism. There is no difference,
microscopically speaking, between the white skin of a
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Caucasoid person and the skin of a person designated as an
Albino. Black people with albinism tend to have hair of a deep
bright yellow, cream-colored skin, and green or hazel eyes.
The social problems of Blacks are compounded if a child is
born and is an Albino. In the Caucasian Race blonde hair,
blue eyes, and alabaster skin are considered so highly
desirable that brunettes often bleach their hair or wear colored
contacts to look like Albinos.
One of the most glorious periods of English History was that
of the reign of Queen Victoria (1819-1901). The Victorians
wore white wigs and powdered their skin to a chalky white
probably in awe of their ancestors. Similarly, the powdered
white wig worn by American colonial era illuminati reflected
the wearer's ability to afford luxury items and identified him as
one of the educated elite.
In Biblical times people with albinism were banished or thrown
out, and forced to live in colonies just as people with leprosaria
or Hansen's disease were forced to live in leper colonies and
away from other people. The Black Race believed that God
was delivering judgment on a family with albinism and that the
individual with albinism is cursed or is the embodiment of sin.
White-skinned people came into existence thousands of years
ago as the Albino mutant offspring of black-skinned mothers
and fathers in Africa. A sizable number of these Black parents
produced, rejected and then cast out of the community their
genetic defective albino offspring to live away from the normal
black skin-pigmented population. There were colonies of
albinos formed which eventually migrated northward to
Europe, to escape the intensity of the equatorial sun of the
Southern hemisphere (Welsing, 23).
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During Biblical Times, Albinos were ostracized. The same
thing is happening today when Albinism occurs in society.
Albinos are ostracized by their own families--especially in
Black families where the difference in skin color is more
distinct. The ostracizing of Albinos during Biblical times is the
only logical explanation of how the White Race came into
existence. The Albino colonies produced more and more
Albinos until there was an Albino Race.
The Finnish, Swedish, and Danish people are "as White as
pure driven show" with blonde hair that is almost White. The
two groups of people show a strong evidence they were part
of the composition of the Albinic/White Race that moved
northward. White European geneticists that the union of two
albinos will produce children that are affected with albinism
have validated it.
The parents of albinos are often
consanguineous since it increases the likelihood that both will
possess the same gene. The Albion tic condition creates an
extreme sensitivity of eyes and skin to the sunlight.
There was a migration of the African Albinos northward to
what the world recognizes as Europe. During Biblical times
Europe was part of Africa. Europeans themselves designated
and divided Africa into the regions of the "Middle East" and
"Europe."
Skin color is determined by melanin. The large molecule of
the pigment melanin is formed in the skin cells from a much
smaller molecule called tyrosine. Tyrosine is colorless and is
present in all cells. In the skin cells of most human beings
there is at least one gene whose job is to manufacture
tyrosine. If the gene is of a type that can form considerable
quantities of tyrosinase, the skin cell is like a well-staffed
factory.
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Considerable quantities of melanin are formed, and the
person possessing that gene has dark-brown skin, black hair,
and dark-brown eyes.
If the gene were a type that
manufactured only a small amount of tyrosinase, the reverse
would be true. Little melanin would be formed, and the person
would have fair skin, light hair, and light eyes.
An Albino's genes do not form tyrosinase at all. No tyrosinase
occurs in their cells and no melanin can be formed. Such
people have very fair skin, white hair, and no pigment at all in
their eyes. The eyes look reddish because small blood
vessels can be seen through the transparent colorless iris of
the eye (Boyd & Asimov, 72).
The Scandinavian countries Norway, Sweden, Denmark,
Iceland, and Finland make up the Nordic people. Nordic traits
include long slim bodies, long oval faces, White alabaster
skin, straight blond hair, and blue or gray eyes. Nordic people
have thick yellow-white eyebrows, and facial hair. The Nordic
traits clearly distinguish and identify Albino traits or vice versa-take your pick.
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White Want-A-Bees and Black Seditity
(The Promised Land--The Whiteland)
The US has cultivated and practiced the psychosocial
fear of blackness and self-hatred; thus, creating a color
social stratification. It has resulted in the desire or
aspiration for Blacks wanting to "whiten" themselves.
The United States has turned itself into a racial spoils system
because of its legal classificatory bi-racial system. Historically,
individuals in the US have either been Black or White. The US
has cultivated and practiced Negrophobia or a psychosocial
fear of blackness; thus, creating a color social stratification. It
has resulted in the desire or aspiration for Blacks wanting to
"whiten" themselves.
Just the fact that law must administer civil rights programs
proves there is a psychosocial fear of non-White people. Any
formal attempt through law or administrative practice to
enforce anti-discrimination measures automatically requires
the identification of a category of people. In the US nonWhites are the ones to be protected and/or ejected (placed on
the back seat) by legislation.
This Negroid Phobia that both Black and White Americans
have about Black Americans was skillfully constructed in a
systematic way to provide Blacks with a dysfunctional culture.
No wonder Black Americans want to escape to pseudo
Whiteness and/or multiculturalism.
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Politics in the US have made Italians, Arabs, Indians, and
Puerto Ricans White. The Jews are suddenly White.
Government policies after World War II led to Jews being
considered a shade of White.
White government policies will lead to the consideration of
light-skinned Blacks to be a shade of White and/or multiracial.
The 47 European translators of the King James Bible
documented a direct link to the origin of mankind with the
creation of White Jews.
The origin of the Jews can be traced back to the Patriarch
Black Abraham. Black Abraham's descendants were a tribe in
the land of Canaan/Palestine-- (The land of burnt face people.
The land of Cush (Kush)--meaning Black i.e. our modern-day
country of Ethiopia/Aithiops). Even today the Ethiopians are
sometimes called Cushi. A famine made it necessary for Black
Jews to move down to Black Egypt and/or Kemet where Black
Joseph welcomed them, who was viceroy at the time.
After the Black Jews had lived in Black Egypt (Kemet) for
many years, they were made slaves. Africa (Kemet--meaning
"Black") (which is of Latin origin named by European explores)
included much of what European maps have termed "Middle
East." The "Middle East" before World War II was known as
Northeast Africa.
During the Old Testament, Africa was called "The Land of
Ham/Land of the Blacks." Black Moses led the Jews out of
Black Egypt in a journey through the Sinai Desert that lasted
40 years.
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About 1000 BC, the 12 Jewish tribes settled in Palestine or
the "Promised Land." Black Saul was crowned the first king.
Black David of the Tribe of Judah succeeded him.
Black David's son, Black Solomon, was the next king who was
famous for his wisdom. His BLACK color is documented by
the European King James version of the Bible. "I am Black,
but comely, O ye daughters of Jerusalem. . . . . . (Song of
Solomon, Chapter 1, Verse 5).
King Black Solomon built the Great Temple in Jerusalem, the
religious center of the Black Jews. The Jews organized a
revolt in AD 135. They were driven from Jerusalem and
ordered never to return. This marked the beginning of the
Diaspora, or Dispersion--the scattering of Black Jewish
people into the farthermost corners of the world.
Many Black Jews settled in Europe in the early centuries of
the Christian era and were welcomed in many European
countries. Currently, there are twice as many Jews in the
United States than in Israel (Palestine). Before World War II
large numbers of Jews fled from Austria-Hungary, Germany,
and Russia and settled in the United States. The European
admixture created White Jews with kinky hair. The US
welcomed the kinky haired Jews as White people with open
arms.
The Aryan Nation believes Canaanite Jews--descendants of
Cain are like a destroying virus that attacks their racial body
to destroy the Aryan culture and the purity of the White Race
because originally, they weren't White. Genesis 3:15 and
John 3:12.
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It has also been documented that the countries of Spain,
Southern Italy, and Greece were invaded and conquered by
the Moors--/Sudan /Cushites /Edenites /Ethiopians
/Abyssinians), but these Europeans are considered
Caucasian.
Europeans created the word "Semitic" and the geographical
designation "Middle East" during the 19th Century. The word
"Arab" does not refer to Arabians, but to any group that
speaks the Arabic language. Arabic belongs to the Semitic
language group. Semitic includes Ethiopic and Hebrew-People who lived in the middle of one of Black Africa's
greatest civilizations.
Semitic is defined by Webster as a member of ancient and
modern peoples speaking any of the Semitic languages
including--the Hebrews, Phoenicians, Assyrians--modern day
Arabs and Jews representing the descendants of the "Burnt
Face" people or Cushites--Black Noah, his Black wife, and his
oldest Black Son--Ham. In some instances, Webster has
constructed and reconstructed word definitions to fit the
schematic plan. Today the Semitic languages are spoken
throughout North Africa and Southwestern Asia.
Speaking of Color: An infomercial shown on cablevision sells
a wristwatch that illuminates the 12 skin shades of AfricanAmericans. The infomercial alludes to Caucasians having four
skin shades. There is an "opposing directional scenario" at
work to turn things around. Blacks are obsessed with
changing hair color, eye color, and skin color.
Psychologically, through imitation and identification we have
been trained to be "White like" even if it means the denial of
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your own mother and father to escape into the White world
that has whored Brown and Black people.
We suffer from a "slavery whored Black ignorance." Our
biggest aim is to get to Whiteland. Black men are teaming up
like whoremongers to help a White nation turn Blacks into the
new multiracial pseudo White Race. In the United States the
Black race is a manufactured race with actions like "well
trained domesticated animals" unless this entire nation
becomes a "shade of White."
Good Example: Before J A Rogers wrote the book We Have
Already Had 5 Black Presidents, the Author's AfricanAmerican family history documented President Warren G.
Harding, the 29th President of the U. S (1921-23) part of the
Author's lineage and direct descendent.
His father George Tyron Harding (1791-1860) was a Black
West Indian born in Otisville, New York and later moved to
Morrow County, Ohio. Before he was elected president, he
was a teacher in a "Colored" school because it would have
been unheard of to have a "Colored" man teaching White
children.
In the Encyclopedias, Harding's father is listed as George T.
Harding. Listing his father by the initial "T" rather than his full
middle name--Tyron would make it harder to trace his Black
father.
The Author's grandmother on her father's side was the
daughter of Ada Jane Harding a brother to George. Her
Grandmother Emma Norman, daughter of Joseph Dow and
Mary Harding-Norman, was an African-American for 83 years
of her life on this earth. Just as our US Government could not
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portray Warren G. Harding--the 29th President of the United
States (1921-1923) as a Black man, neither can many others
accept being Negroid.
Many people in the entertainment field are in a state of Black
denial--Tiger Woods, Paula Abdul, Michael Jackson, and
Prince--just to name a few. There are probably thousands of
others who have problems in accepting their Black ethnicity.
By flashing: "What Color is Black???" before Blacks who are
sucking on white sponges has resulted in the direct effort to
"project a fantasy/reality" about being decorated as White.
Even though our shackles have been removed, we have been
so brainwashed that we run in the direction of the Mass Media
Master that asks us: "What Color is Black?" It has resulted in
the direct breakdown of the Black identification system. The
White man wants to become the victor breaking down the
Black classificatory system. After many years of wrote
indoctrination, White Want-a-bees has become the norm.
Initially, White super humanism was formed because the
European/Caucasian conqueror's psyche had to find realistic
ways to meet needs and avoid trouble caused by selfish and
aggressive behavior. The intent of White superiority has been
to help the Caucasian psyche fulfill its needs and has
balanced its desires against the restrictions of reality.
Modern day racism takes the form of symbolic prejudice
(sometimes called "modern prejudice"--Brewer & Kramer
1985). The modern prejudice is disguised prejudice that does
more outright harm than blatant prejudice.
Many people realize that crude and obvious racism is socially
unacceptable. It may not stop the general public from
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expressing prejudice in disguised forms when they give their
opinions on issues such as affirmative action programs,
busing, welfare programs, and crime.
Brewer & Kramer (1985) discovered that stereotypes held by
their subjects tend to be unusually irrational. When given a list
of negative statements about other ethnic groups, prejudice
individuals agree with most of them. They often agree with
conflicting statements.
Thus, a prejudiced person may say that Jews are "pushy" and
"standoffish" or that Blacks are both "ignorant" and "sly."
Blacks can blame the media for depicting and helping to instill
ideas of prejudice.
The same people that work for the National broadcast
networks, radios, newspapers, and magazines live in the
same metropolitan areas in which you live. They are merely
transferring their own personal views. Mass media helps
project prejudicial views of the general public in disguised
forms. It is up to the reader to decipher what is printed in black
and white.
The following was an experiment done in the early 1970's to
offer psychologists insight into stereotypes and inter-group
tensions. Isn't it comical that the experiment had to be done
between two groups of White children to surmise what has
been going on for hundreds of years between Black and White
groups of people??? Centuries of outright discriminatory
practices have caused desolation and anguish. The following
is quite an entertaining gesture of what goes on in everyday
America:
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Peters (1971) did an experiment in prejudice dividing children
into two groups according to eye color. On the first day of the
experiment, researcher, Jane Elliot announced that browneyed children were to sit in the back of the room. They could
not use the drinking fountain. Blue-eyed children were given
extra recess time and got to leave first for lunch.
At lunch the brown-eyed children were prevented from taking
second helpings because they would "just waste it." Browneyed and blue-eyed children were kept from mingling, and the
blue-eyed children were told they were "cleaner" and
"smarter."
At first Elliot had to maintain the imposed conditions of
prejudice. She made an effort to constantly criticize and
belittle the brown-eyed children. In a short time, it became
natural for the blue-eyed children to practice prejudice. We
have been living the very same experiment since the 1600's.
Ms. Elliot may have had to prove it to her counterparts, but
non-White Races are living it day-to-day.
To her surprise--To her surprise the blue-eyed children rapidly
joined in and were soon outdoing her in the viciousness of
their attacks. The blue-eyed children began to feel superior,
and the brown-eyed children felt awful. Fights broke out
among the children. Test scores of the brown-eyed children
fell.
It is okay for a few Black people to move into a neighborhood.
Once the neighborhood becomes 50 percent Black in color,
there is White flight because Whites have lost their basis or
means of identification. The same thing occurs when a school
district becomes majority Black.
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What happens to the White teachers left behind who have
high employment seniority and cannot go to another school
district with the same salary? The Author has done some
research of her own. It is interesting to watch people who have
been wearing a superiority crown on their heads most of their
White lives and suddenly find their racist views struck down
and power taken away.
At faculty meetings in the Author's school district, there are
constant disputes over White dominance regarding school
committees, activities, rules and regulations. White teachers
grumble, complain, blow up and fiercely threaten others of
what will happen if things aren't done their way. Their way is
the right way. There is a constant dispute over territory that
was traditionally White dominated. To lose one's prevalence
must be hard.
There is no doubt that human learning includes a large
cognitive or mental dimension. As humans, Whites have
always been greatly affected by information that has placed
them as the originators and masterminds who are always in
first place. Therefore, their expectations, perceptions, and
mental images can only include them being in charge.
To buckle under to a situation where Caucasians are no
longer the racial majority is somehow not possible. An overall
Caucasian mental picture of how things should be or were
prescribed to be is always present. Whites will detour or take
a new route to recapture that jurisdiction of majority White
cultural and physical surroundings.
A person constantly develops a road map of life. If the life
highways on the map go off course, people react through
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aggression by attacking whomever or whatever else is around
to bring things back into Caucasian perspective.
Blacks are targets of displaced aggression. Examples of
displaced aggression occur when unemployment increases,
so does child abuse. A pattern known as scapegoat is
particularly damaging. A scapegoat is a person or thing that
has become a habitual target for displaced aggression.
Between 1880 and 1930 there was a strong correlation
between the price of cotton and the number of lynching of
Blacks in the South. As the price of cotton went down,
frustration increased, and the number of lynching increased.
Daily we see some Blacks wanting to cross the color line
physically and mentally. The book The Bell Curve: Intelligence
and Class Structure in American Life by Richard J. Herrnstein
and Charles Murray published in 1994 helped to reinforce
attitudes and beliefs of racial and ethnic differences by the US
White brotherhood and keep "learned Helplessness" alive.
Herrnstein and Murray advocate that the median IQ score for
Negroid Africans is about 75. The scores are about 10 points
lower than the current figure for American Blacks.
The IQ of 'Coloureds' in South Africa has been found to be
similar to that of American Blacks. The implication is clear.
The admixture of Caucasian and African genes, both in South
Africa and in the US, boosts 'Coloureds' IQ 10 points above
that of native Africans. Genetics explain the Black-White
differences in intelligence; therefore, being part-White
accounts for more intelligence. The authors advocate that US
Blacks are more intelligent than native Africans because US
Blacks have the admixture of Caucasian blood.
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They also maintain that low IQ causes poverty. Children of
day laborers are less likely than the children of stockbrokers
to acquire fortunes or go to college. They are more likely to be
delinquent, to receive welfare, to have children outside of
marriage, to be unemployed and to have low-birth-weight
babies.
Children of the poor, like their laborer parents before them
were born with poor genes. Low IQ workers in minimum wage
jobs have little incentive to remain in the labor force. Dull
young women lack the foresight and intelligence to
understand that the welfare system offers them a bad deal.
The result is Welfare Queens driving Cadillac’s. People who
have low IQ's commit crimes because they lack foresight. For
that reason, prison does not defer them. They cannot
understand why robbing someone is wrong.
Psychologically, Black Americans are given three alternatives
to the frustration package presented to them. One is to escape
or withdraw into the white Race and become an "imitation
White person," "Black radical," or to follow the trail of "learned
helplessness." A person may try to escape the bafflement
presented by crossing the color line. The escape involves
leaving the source of frustration physically and/or
psychologically.
As the Black to White transition phase becomes more
powerful, blacks want more and more to identify with White
imitations. Both Blacks and Whites contribute to the frustration
by always presenting the question, "What color is Black?"
Blacks feel they will be more successful in gaining satisfaction
from Whiteland. Blacks have been second-class citizens so
long; it may be the last chance to become "White." Blacks will
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become part of the schematic plan to increase White
numbers.
Even the Aryan Nation believes that extinction of the White
Race is a very real danger. Read their paper Focus 14 or The
Watchman published by CPC in Hereford, PA. Caucasians
have been backed into a corner like White Albino Rats.
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Conclusion
Negrophobia is a fear of Black people that persists in
the minds of Whites and some Blacks when no realistic
danger exists. Usually phobias are reactions to
conditioned emotional responses. Negrophobia was
initially indoctrinated and instilled by slave owners and
currently by all forms of mass media.

Most psychology textbooks have a chapter devoted to
"maladaptive behavior." A large variety of emotional problems
fall into the general category of psychopathology.
Maladjusted behavior is defined as the inability to behave in
ways that foster the well-being of the individual and ultimately
to society.
"Maladaptive behavior" is grouped into large categories
comprising behaviors associated with drug addiction,
compulsive gambling, and loss of contact with reality. It also
includes any behavior that interferes with personal growth and
self-fulfillment like mood and anxiety disorders.
Negrophobia is a fear of Black people that persists in the
minds of Whites and some Blacks when no realistic danger
exists. Usually phobias are reactions to conditioned emotional
responses. Negrophobia was initially indoctrinated and
instilled by slave owners and currently by all forms of mass
media. At the time of its inception Negrophobia was probably
not considered abnormal behavior but accepted as
therapeutic alliance to protect the White brotherhood?
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Just the fact that civil rights programs must be administered
by US law and amended to our Constitution proves there is a
psycho-social fear of non-White people. Any formal attempt
through law or administrative practice to enforce antidiscrimination laws for a category of people proves
discrimination is alive and well. In this country, the people to
be protected and/or ejected (placed on the back seat) by
legislation have been non-Whites.
Negrophobia was created as a result of the "White cleansing
process" to teach basic values and views of the world and to
prepare individuals for their place, habitat, and territorial turf
in a dominated Caucasian mind-set and/or culture. There is
a Negrophobic "thought form" staunchly in place.
Self-image and self-evaluation went through the basic
processes of development during slavery. White children
were nurtured and molded to become musicians, writers,
lawyers, politicians and doctors in the 1600's. Black children
were nurtured and molded to become matriarchal baby
producers and career slaves.
Seeping through the cracks from the era of slavery is the
wondrous White Race stronghold mind-set at one end of the
geometric plane. At the other end of the plane lies a
spontaneous Negrophobic stronghold on both Black and
White people that is considered "normal" behavior. In other
words, Whites have not rehearsed the fear they feel for
Blacks. Blacks are also afraid of other Blacks because of the
stronghold unrehearsed thought process firmly established.
When the word "supremacy" is mentioned, people often think
of the Ku Klux Klan. Definitions for the word "supremacy" are
merely exquisite, perfect, total, ultimate, and beautiful--All
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which Whites perceive themselves and all of which some
Blacks perceive Whites.
Most Whites believe that racism does not exist and cannot
understand why Blacks must always mention the topic R - A C - I - S - M. Since racism does not exist, Black folks should
stop using the term because non-White ethnic groups to make
excuses for laziness, ignorance, and inferiority use the word
racism.
White faces and images have been superimposed verbally
and visually by mass media to mean higher in quality and
merit. See the show, and the entire race is the same.
Everywhere a person looks in this country, there are visual
images of White people--from the average White Americans,
to the President and God himself.
Peer groups are the most important people in an individual's
life. White peer group orientation includes conformity to the
ideas and judgments of that group--whether it is peer
influence or parent influence. People adopt the values,
attitudes, style of dress, and language of their parents and
peers. For that reason, the "White cleansing process" has
been the surmount force and is staunchly in place and
embedded into our society.

